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PREFACE 

Various legislative and economic groups concerned with agricultural policy- 
have long been interested in the relation between charges for marketing farm foods 
and payncients to the farnaer« Am.arked decline in these paym.ents relative to consumer 
expenditures for farm-originated foods since World War II has focused attention 
on the need for additional information to analyze past and future trends innaarketing 
costs* 

The data in this report were developed as part of the UoS, Departnaent of Agri- 
culture's (USDA'S) continuing investigation of costs for marketing food* These 
data will supplemient other series published by Governnaent agencies in the evaluation 
of perfornaance in the food naarketing sector« Other investigations of related problems 
in the food marketing sector include the following, by William ü Waldorf: Output 
of Factories Processing Farm Food Products in the United States, 1908-58 (Tech, 
BuL 1223); Output Per Man-Hour in Factories Processing Farm. Food Products 
(Tech« Bui« 1243); Denaand for Manufactured Food, Manufacturers* Services, and 
Farm Products in Food Manufacturing (Techo Bul«, 1317); Denaand for Manufacturers' 
Services for Bakery Products and Fruits and Vegetables (Jour, Amero Statis« Assoc« 
60); and, by Waldorf and Gale, Output Per Man-Hour in Distribution of Farm Food 
Products (Techo Bul. 1335). 

William. Ho Waldorf, fornaerly with the Economic Research Service, USDA, and 
now with the Office of Business Economics, U,So Department of Conamerce, conceived 
the idea of the project and provided valuable supervisory assistance in its com.pletion« 
Jeannette Findlay of the Marketing Econonaics Division, Economic Research Service, 
computed the estimates for 1929 and 1935 and assisted in making estimates for 
other years. 

For sale by  the Superintendent  of Documents,  U.   S.  Government Printing Office, 
Washington,  D.C.,   20402 
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SUMMARY 

Consumer expenditures for food products originating fronn domestic farms 
were estimated at $78 billion in 1965, Payments to agencies for marketing these 
products were $52 billion and returns to farmers were $26 billion« 

The total marketing bill of $49 billion in 1963 was made up of the following 
agency components: Processors, $19 billion; retailers (including eating places), 
$22 billion; and assemblers, transportation agencies, and wholesalers, $8 billion 
(the latest available data)o 

The total increase in the marketing bill from 1929 to 1963 was caused by growth 
in the volume of food handled and in unit marketing cliarges* Larger volume accounted 
for 42 percent of the total increase, and higher unit charges for 58 percent. Volume 
of food marketed increased faster than popxilation and total consiimption; the number 
of farm families declined during 1929-63, and those remaining produced less of their 
own foodo As a result, a greater proportion of the population was acquiring its 
food supply through the m.arketing system.« Some of the increased volum.e represented 
increased consumption of food per capitao * The rise in charges per unit of food was 
due to higher prices of these m^arketing services and a net increase in services 
per unit o 

Of the various groups of commodities, fruits and vegetables had the largest 
marketing biU in 1963; the meat products group ranked second; and bakery and 
cereal products third* While the importance of m,eat products and fruits and vegetables 
increased during the 1929-63 period, that of bakery and cereal products and poultry 
and eggs declinedo Poultry and eggs had the smallest marketing bill of all the 
comjnodity groups throughout 1929-63. 

Shifts in the relative importance among marketing agencies were also im.portant. 
Retailers (including eating places) accounted for 44 percent of the total m.arketing bill 
in 1963, about the same as in 1929* The processing bill, on the other hand, increased 
from 34 percent of the total bill in 1929 to 39 percent in 1963, The remainder-^the 
biU for assembly, transportation, and whölesaling-«increased more slowly than the 
total bill; it declined from 23 percent of the total to 17 percenta 

The retail share of the bill was relatively stable because of offsetting changes 
in services offered and prices of these services. The volunae of products sold by 
retailers (including eating places) increased a little faster than the total volume 
m.arketed by farmers because of the reduction in direct sales to consumers by farmers, 
manufacturers, and wholesalers. The proportion of food handled by restaurants and 
other eating places increased relative to the proportion handled by retail stores. The 
marketing charge per unit of food sold by eating places went up nauch faster than the 
unit charge by retail stores« Marketing charges per unit for all retailers increased 
more slowly than total unit marketing charges between 1929 and 1963, 

The volume of products processed and the unit processing charge increased 
faster than the total volum.e of foods marketed and total unit marketing charges 
during 1929-58, There was a substantial shift from fresh to processed fruits and 
vegetables, from nonfactory to factory slaughter, and from consunaer purchases 
of flour to purchases of bakery products. The relative importance of fresh eggs 
declined, while that of dressed poultry increased. 

The share of assem.bly and wholesale agencies declined, mainly because of more 
direct   marketing   by   farmers    and   manufacturers.      Prior to World War II, several 
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agencies often handled farm products beforetheyreachedmanufacturers or consiimers* 
Since that time^ shorter channels have become morecommono Some smaller handlers 
have consolidated or have gone out of business; the remaining assemblers are 
larger and generally lower cost operators« AU of these factors have led to lower 
assenably charges« The proportion of manufacturers* direct sales to retailers 
increased during 1929«63, bypassing some of the traditional wholesalers« Undoubtedly, 
this shorter channel resulted in some savings, though much of the marketing charge 
formerly attributed to wholesale agencies was later included in the processing 
or retailing bills as these agencies absorbed some of the traditional wholesale 
functions« 

Among all commodity groups, unit marketing charges for poultry products 
and m.iscellaneous products increased less than the average for all foods« Volumes 
of meat, poultry, and miscellaneous groups rose faster than the average for all 
groups combined, while volumes of dairy products, fruits and vegetables, and bakery 
and cereal products rose nmore slowly than the average« 

The farmer's share of consumer expenditures declined from 42 percent in 
1929 to 32 percent in 1963, although it had risen to 46 percent in 1947o The slower 
increase in farm prices relative to unit marketing charges during 1929-63 was 
partly offset by a shift from consumption of products with a low farm share to 
products with a high share« During 1939«-47, practically all farm prices rose con- 
siderably faster than corresponding xinit m^arketing charges« After 1947, m.arketing 
charges rose steadily; farm, prices declined aboxat 20 percent during 1951-59 and 
remained relatively stable during 1960-64« 
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THE FARM FOOD MARKETING BILL. AND ITS COMPONENTS 

By Hazen F« Gale, Agricoiltural Economist 
Marketing Economics Division 
Econom.ic Research Service 

INTRODUCTION 

Between 1947 and 1965 consumer expenditures for dom.estic farm foods rose 
from $4L9 billion to $77o6 biUion, an increase of 85 percent (table 1). U Farmers 
received about 17 percent of the increase, while m^arketing agencies received 83 
percent« 

The increasing gap between the proportion of consumer expenditures returned 
to farmers and to m.arketing agencies has stim^ulated interest in the comparative 
perfornaances    of  the   marketing   sector,   the   farm   sector,   and the whole economy« 

Interest in the supply«demand structure for m^arketing services as well as 
for farm products also has been strong« Several studies have dealt with demand 
for aU marketing services (6» 7^»^), and three studies have focused on the demand 
for processing services (68^69, 70)« Although some limited work has been done on 
specified services for individual products, completion of analyses for individual 
com.modities and for separate functions of the marketing, system has been difficult 
because of insufficient data« Measures of output and productivity for food processing 
and distribution have been published (66^67, 69)o 

Statistics in this report for the farm food marketing bill provide new data for 
analyzing some of the comm.odity and agency components of the food marketing 
system.« These data, together with data from other sources, will facilitate more 
analyses of changes taking place in the marketing sector and of their relationship 
to changes in other sectors of the economy« Estimates presented here for 1929, 
1935, and 1939 are intended as indicators of long-term trends, while data for 1947-65 
reflect year-^to-^year changes« As m.ore sources of data emerge, these statistics 
will be refined and supplem.eiïted with additional detail, better m.easures of per- 
form.ance, and m.ore adequate analyses of the forces involved in the supply of and 
demand for marketing services« 

History of the Farm.-Food Marketing Bill Statistics 

Annual marketing bill statistics were introduced in 1945 with the publication 
of data for 1913-43 (36^ pp 42)« The basic data used in constructing the series at that 
time were cash receipts for commodity groups and an appropriate farmer*s share 
of the retail cost« 2/ The estimated farm value of each food product group based 
on    cash   receipts    was   divided   by   the   farmer's   share to obtain an estimate of the 

\J Cons urn. er expenditures for farm, foods are less than personal consum.ption 
expenditures for food as reported by the UoSo Department of Commerce (63, Nov« 1965)« 
See Appendix A, table 24, and (37, Aug« 1963)« (Underscored numbers in parentheses 
refer to items in the Bibliography, p. 34). 

ij The farmer's share for farm food products and cash receipts for farm products 
are published by USDA (37, 47). 



Table 1,--Total marketing bill, fatm value, and civilian expenditures for domestic 
farm food products bought by civilians, United States, 1947-65 J./ 

• • • • 
Year   \  Marketing bill 2/   ]   Farm value 3/   ]  Civilian expenditures 4/ * Farm share 

': Mil, dol. Mil, dol. Mil, dol. Pet. 

1947 :         22,643 19,294 41,937 46 
1948 :         24,934 19,872 44,806 44 
1949 :         25,955 17,416 43,371 40 

1950.......:         25,938 18,053 43,991 41 
1951 :         28,703 20,550 49,253 42 
1952 :         30,511 20,422 50,933 40 
1953 :         31,522 19,490 51,012 38 
1954 :         32,318 18,824 51,152 37 
1955.0 :         34,378 18,749 53,127 35 
1956 :         36,302 19,246 55,548 35 
1957 :         37,888 20,405 58,293 35 
1958 :         39,549 21,445 60,994 35 
1959 :         42,202 20,916 63,118 33 

1960 :         44,150 21,699 65,849 33 
1961. :         45,101 22,043 67,144 33 
1962.. :         46,891 22,424 69,315 32 
1963..o :         48,945 22,574 71,519 32 
1964.. :         51,188 23,352 74,540 31 
1965 5/ :         52,109 25,506 77,615 33 

1/ Data  for 1960 and  later years  include Alaska and Hawaii. 
2/ The difference between civilian expenditures and  farm value. 
3/  Payments   to  farmers   (less  imputed value of byproducts)   for the quantities  of raw 

farm products  equivalent  to  the  products  purchased by  consumers. 
4/ Market  value of food products  derived  from products  produced on domestic  farms  and 

purchased by civilian  consumers.     Imports  and  seafoods  are not   included. 
_5/  Preliminary. 

Source:     Table  28. 

retail store value« 3/ The **farin«retail marketing bill'* was the difference between 
the retail store value and the farm value« This farm=retail bill was only an ap- 
proximation of total marketing charges because it assumed that all food purchased 
was sold through retail stores« Later, similar marketing bill data were published 
for six commodity groups (37, Dec« 1945 and Sept« 1947)« 

3/ These farmers* shares--part of the market basket statistics—are for fixed 
types and quantities of food bought by urban consumers in a specified base period« 
They do not reflect changes caused by shifts among products and shifts between 
purchases in eating places and retail stores, but they do reflect some changes in 
distribution services that affect retail prices« The market basket has been revised 
periodically to reflect changes in the distribution of population, changes in types 
of stores, and introduction of new products« See (41, 52) formore detailed explanations« 
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The method of estimating the marketing bill was modified in 1955, and data 
were revised back to 1940« 4/ The method adopted at that time, which is the one 
still used to derive the current annual interpolating series, relies m.ainly on farm, 
and retail prices and quantities of individual commoditieso 5/ The multiplication 
of quantities of individual comnaodities by unit farm values and retail prices, and 
the subtraction of total farm value from retail value, are believed to provide a more 
accurate estimate of the naarketing bill than the naethod used before 1955o In addition, 
the price«quantity method uses more detailed calculations, which also help make the 
estimates more accurate« 

In 1957 these statistics on the farm-retail marketing bill were supplemented 
with estimates of the total marketing bul for farm foodSo Estimates of this total 
bill were derived by adding to the farm-retail bill the additional cost incurred on 
those quantities purchased in eating places and by deducting an allowance for the 
lower prices of quantities sold through channels other than retail stores« This 
series, published annually in the Marketing and Transportation Situation, had two 
drawbacks^     It was not available (1) by conam.odity group or (2) by marketing agency« 

The series presented in this report replaces those total marketing bill statistics 
and supplies annual estimates by commodity group for 1947-65 and estimates by 
agency in 7 census years, 1929«63 {tables 26, 27, 28, Appendix B)« 

Totals for iotercensal years, 1947-65, were derived by interpolation (ratios 
to linear trend), using the annual series« Consuiner expenditures, the farm value, 
and the marketing bill for 1959-65 were extrapolated by the sanae series« Data 
for agencies were estimated only for census years« Agency data for 1963 were 
based on preliminary census data« 

Com.m.odity flow estinaates for census years 1929,1935, and 1939 are also presented 
in this report; the method of estimation was the same as in postwar census years, 
but the quality of the data was subject to more uncertainty« These prewar data were 
not  integrated with the annxial series because the two series might not be conaparable« 

The commodity flow method used to derive data in census years is a conceptually 
superior nxethod because it incorporates the effects of changes in marketing channels, 
changes in gross naargins for specific agencies, changes in services offered, and 
the introduction of new products (Appendix C)« However, the data often are not 
precise« The price«quantity method provides an alternative estimate in benchmark 
years and an interpolating series for other years» 

Several major cost components have been estimated for the total farm, food 
marketing    bill»        These    are    labor   costs,   intercity   rail and truck transportation, 

4/ Numerous minor revisions were made between 1945 and 1955, and each pub- 
lication of data showed revised estimates back to 1913« One such revision was made 
by Been (4)« 

For years prior to 1940, the series based on cash receipts from product groups 
were not revised in 1955« For several product groups the two estinciates were 
significantly different» These differences were reconciled by linking the prewar 
and postwar series (for the years 1939«47)« Estimates of the total bill for 1939 
were $13«8 and $15«0 billion by the old and new methods, respectively; in 1947 they 
were $15.9 and $18,0 bülion« The published estimates were $13.8 billion in 1939 
and $18.0 billion in 1947. 

bj The procedure of inflating the farm value by the farnner's share is still used 
to estimate the retail cost of several commodities« 
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corporate profits, advertising, depreciation^ and taxes« 6^/ These items accounted 
for about 72 percent of the total bill inl965o The rest of the bill was for packaging 
naaterials, fuel and power, supplies, intercity waterway and air transportation, and 
other nciiscellaneous itenms« "No precise estimates of these items are available« 
Estimates of the percentage distribxition of some of these cost conaponents were 
naade for 1939, but the data were related to the market basket of food and not the 
marketing bill« Most of the estimates were expressed as a proportion of the retail 
store cost of various coinmodity groups (4, _5, 16, 34, 73)« 

Soncie of the data for product groups have been updated in recent years and other 
studies have been conducted for individual products« 7/ Other marketing bill estim,ates 
have been made for all food products and for all farm, products«  S/ 

Most of the discussion in this report emphasiz^es data for census years 1929, 
1935, 1939, 1947, 1954, 1958, and 1963 because more data are available for those years 
and they highlight the long-term trends« The data for 1963 are preliminary and 
soncie of the analytical data are not yet available for that yearo 

Definitions 

Consumer expenditures for farm, food products are divided into two major 
component s s Paynaents to farmers and payments to the marketing system« The 
marketing bul for farm-originated food products represents total charges for all 
marketing services performed between sale of a product by the farmer and purchase 
by the consuncier« It includes only charges for marketing products consumed by 
civilians in this country; it excludes marketing charges for imported foods, seafoods, 
other foods not produced on domestic farnas, exported products, and alcoholic 
beverages« 

Agencies perfornaing naarketing services have been separated into three naajor 
groups? Processors; retailers; and assemblers, wholesalers, and transportation 
agencies« Particiilar functions and specified agencies naay not coincide exactly. 
For example, livestock slaughter carried on in wholesale and retail trade is covered 
by the wholesale and retail naarketing bills, whereas slaughter in mieatpacking plants 
is covered by the processors* bill« Similarly, the distribution of bakery products 
by bakery naanufacturers to stores, eating places, and homes is included in the 
processors* biU« Thus, charges are related to the agency performing the specific 
services« 

Data have been developed for six product groups: 

Meat products«-«Fresh, cured, and canned meat, sausage, lard, and edible 
byproducts; also, meat slaughtered in wholesale and retail establishnaents 
and that sold fronci farm slaughter« 

Dairy products«--^Butter, cheese, canned nailk, dried m.ilk (for hujnaji food), 
ice cream, naisceUajieous naanufactured dairy products, fluid mük 
and creana products, and farm-churned butter sold« 

b/ Labor and transportation costs are available for all years since 1929; corporate 
profits   since   1939;   and the other  items  for  1947^49 and 1960-62o   See MTS-162 (37)« 
j/ For exanaple, see (15^ 21, 43, 50, 72)o For an extensive bibliography up to 

1956   see (41, p« 139)« 
8/ The bill for all food includes charges for naarketing fish and inaported food (£)« 

The bill for all farm products is available only for selected postwar years; the data 
are not entirely comparable between years (10, 25}«   See also MTS«154 (37)« 



Poultry and egga«,*-^'*Fresh and frozen chickens, turkeys^ and other poultry 
(except frozen specialty items), canned poultry, fresh eggs, and 
processed eggs« 

Fruits and vegetableso**"* Fresh, dried, canned, and frozen fruit s and vegetables, 
canned specialties (spaghetti, baby food, and soups), pickles and 
sauces, frozen prepared foods, and potato chips« 

Bakery and cereal productSo*^**Bakery products (including biscuits, crackers, 
and cookies), flour (plain, blended, and naixes), corn meal, breakfast 
cereals, rice, and macaroni products« 

Miscellaneous products«*^^Sugar (domestic), confectionery, soft drinks, wet 
corn milling products, shortening, margarine, salad oil, salad dressings, 
peanut butter, sweetening sirups, vinegar and cider, nuts, farm sirups, 
peanuts, and naiscellaneous foods not elsewhere classifiedp 

Individual products are classified according to their finished fornn at the time of 
purchase by consxinaers« Marketing charges for unfinished or intermediate products 
used in the naanufacture of finished products are included in the naarketing charges 
for the finished product« For example, processing costs for sugar and flour used 
in bakery products are included in the m.arketlng bill for bakery products« Marketing 
charges for sugar purchased by household consunciers are included in the marketing 
bill for naiscellaneous products« Flour bought by consiuner s is included in the 
bakery and cereal products group« Commodities sold in the form of naeals maintain 
their identity« For example, sugar used in bakery products prepared in a restaurant 
is included in the sugar part of the miscellaneous products group« 

Estimates of consumer expenditures for farm food products include all purchases 
by civilian consumers of food derived from, donaestic farm products; for example, 
purchases from retail stores, aw ay« from-horn, e eating places, wholesalers, naanû- 
facturers, and farmers« They also include the value of food furnished civilian 
enaployees (mainly those in eating places), travelers, students, hospital patients, 
and institutional inm.ates« 

The farm value represents payments to farmers for the farm products equivalent 
to the products sold to consunaers« The product classification is the same as that 
naentioned above« For exanaple, the farm, value of sugar used in bakery products 
is included in the farm value of bakery products, while the farnci value of sugar 
bought by households is in the miscellaneous products group« 

CONSUMER EXPENDITURES 

Total consunaer expenditures and the naarketing bill for donaestic farm food 
products, as estimated in this study, increased faster than the farm value during 
1929-63 (table 2)« Each of the three declined sharply between 1929 and 1935, a period 
that encompassed part of the Great Depression« By 1939, each had increased, but 
none had reached its 1929 level« From 1939 to 1947, consumer expenditures increased 
174 percent, farna value went up 260 percent, and the marketing bill rose 128 percent, 
naainly as a result of price increases during and añer World War 11« During 1939'=47, 
the BL.S Wholesale Price Index for the United States rose 92 percent while the 
Consumer Price Index increased 61 percento Food consiinaption per person also 
increased« Farmers lost ground between 1947 andl954, both absolutely and relatively, 
as    the    marketing    bill   went   up   43   percent   and the farna value declined 2 percent« 



Between 1954 and 1963, both the farm value and the marketing bill increased, but the 
bill increased faster« The farm, value accounted for 18 percent of this increase 
and the marketing bill   for 82 percent« 

Consuncier expenditures for doiaaestic farm food products did not rise as fast 
as disposable inconae during 1929*63 (table 3K These expenditures represented about 
22 percent of disposable inconae in 1929 and 18 percent in 1963. This percentage 
reached a high in 1947 when expenditures were about 25 percent of income. 

Table 2. — Domestic farm food products: Consumer expenditures, farm value, marketing 
bill, and percentage farm share, selected years, 1929-63 

Year Consumer expenditures Farm value Marketing bill  . Farm share 

1929. 
1935. 
1939. 
1947. 
1954. 
1958. 
1963. 

Million 
dollars 

17,960 
13,815 
15,294 
41,937 
51,140 
60,994 
71,519 

Million Million 
dollars dollars Percent 

7,497 10,463 41.7 
5,193 8,622 37.6 
5,363 9,930 35.1 

19,294 22,643 46.0 
18,824 32,316 36.8 
21,445 39,549 35.2 
22,574 48,945 31.6 

Source: Table 26. 

Table 3.--Personal disposable income and percentages spent by consumers for domestic 
farm foods and for all foods, selected years, 1929-63 

Years 
Expenditures as percentages of disposable income 

For farm foods only 2/ [     For all foods 3/ 

Million 
dollars 

1929  83,262 
1935  :      58,517 
1939.... 70,329 
1947.... :     169,833 
1954  :     257,445 
1958.... 318,826 
1963  :     403,832 

Percent 

21.6 
23.6 
21.7 
24.7 
19.9 
19.1 
17.7 

Percent 

23.4 
23.3 
22.3 
25.7 
22.0 
20.9 
18.9 

1/  From U.S. Department of Commerce data (63, Aug. 1965). 
2/ Does not include expenditures for imported food, seafoods, other nonfarm foods, or 

food produced and consumed on farms.  See table 26 for dollar expenditures. 
_3/ Derived from U.S. Department of Commerce data on personal consumption expenditures 

for food.  Also, see (37^ Feb. 1966, p. 13). 
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There were some changes in the relative importance of the various product 
groups in consum^er expenditures (table 4)« The importance of meat products, 
fruits and vegetables, and miscellaneous products all increased during 1929-58, 
while that of the other three groups declinedo 

Table 4.—Distribution of consumer expenditures   for  farm foods, 
by commodity groups,   selected years,   1929-63 

Percentage of total  consumer expenditures       :  Average 
:  farm 
: share 1/ 

Conunodity group     : ^^^g ; 1935 ; 1539 ; 1947 ; 195, ; ^^g : ^,,,  :  farm 

■Percent- 

Meat products .:24.6 22.1 24.4 30.5 28.6 28.6 27.8 50 
Dairy products :21,1 20.7 20.0 19.0 19.1 18.8 17.7 44 
Poultry and eggs .: 10.6 10.0 8.8 9.5 8.8 8,4 7.3 61 
Fruits and vegetables......,: 19.7 20.4 22.0 18.1 20.1 21.2 21.9 29 
Bakery and cereal products..: 17.1 19.0 16.4 14.1 14.5 14,4 15.0 20 
Miscellaneous products : 6,9 7.8 8.4 8.8 8.9 8.6 10.3 21 

Total , :100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0  100.0    39 

1/  Farm value as a percentage of consumer expenditures.  The percentages shown here 
are simple averages of farm shares for the selected years 1929-58. 

MARKETING BILL 

Variations in the marketing bill result from (1) change» in volume of products 
handled; (2) changes in naarketing services per unit of product; (3) changes in prices 
of naarketing services; and (4) shifts between commodities with different quantities 
and kinds of services per unito 

Let us first divide these factors into two groups: Volume of products naarketed 
and charges per unit marketed (table 5). Between 1929 and 1963^ the volume of 
food products increased 94 percent, com^pared with a rise of 54 percent in population 
(table 6)« 9/ Much of the increase in the quantity of food marketed per person is 
explained by an outn^igration of the farm, population* 10/ In addition, miany farm.ers 
now purchase a larger proportion of their food rather than produce it on the farm* 
One estimate indicated that honae production supplied 20 percent of civilian con*= 
sumption in the mid-1930's; in 1959, it supplied only 7 percent (£, page 24), Con« 
sum.ption per person also increased between 1929 and 1963, 

9/ An index of volume of farm food products moving through the marketing system 
was estimated by deflating the total farm value index by a farm, price index« Then 
an index of unit m.arketing charges was estimated by dividing the volume index 
into the index of total marketing charges« The farm price index was constructed 
by weighting the price index for individual groups of commodities by their relative 
importance in 1929- An alternative voliizne index, constructed by weighting quantities 
of individual products by constant farm, price weights, increased about 65 percent 
between 1929 and 1958 conapared with the 74 percent shown in table 5« 

10/  Farm,   population   was  25  percent  of civilian population in 1929 and 10 percent 
in 1958; it also declined in absolute term.s« 



Table 5.--Farm food products:  Index numbers of farm prices, total farm value, 
value of farm food marketed, total marketing bill, unit marketing charges, 

and farm-retail spread, selected years, 1929-63 

Year ] Farm Farm Volume o£ : Marketing , Unit marketing ; Farm-retail 
price 1/ value 2/ farm food 3/ : bill 4/ :  charges 5/ spread 6/ 

•Index  

100 1929.. 100 100 100 100 100 
1935.. 77 69 90 82 92 79 
1939.. 65 72 110 95 86 78 
1947.. 182 257 141 216 153 122 
1954.. 160 251 157 309 196 155 
1958.. 166 286 173 378 219 174 
1963 2/ :  155 301 194 468 241 184 

1/  Series constructed by weighting farm price indexes for individual groups of food 
products by their relative importance in 1929. 

2/  The index of farm value of domestic farm food products sold to civilian consumers 
(table 26). 

3/  Ratio of the farm value index to farm price index. 
4/ Total marketing charges for all domestic farm food products sold to civilian 

consumers (table 26). 
5/  Ratio of marketing bill index to volume index; measures changes in charges per 

unit of food marketed. 
6/  The farm-retail spread of the market basket of farm foods.  See (53). 
_7/ Preliminary. 

Table 6.--Total and per capita volume of farm food marketed, population, and per 
capita consumption of farm food, selected years, 1929-63 

Year 
Total volume 

of food 
marketed 1/ 

'  Food marketed  [ 
'       per person 2/       ' 

Population 
3/ 

Consumption 
per person 4/ 

T ^ 

1929  100 100 
"inoex""- 

100 100 
1935  90 86 104 96 
1939  110 102 108 103 
1947  141 120 117 112 
1954 .. 157 121 131 111 
1958  173 123 141 109 
1963 5/. .. :      194 126 153 112 

1/  Total farm value deflated by an index of farm prices (table 5). 
2/ Index of volume divided by index of population. 
3/  Total population excluding armed forces overseas (51, 1962, p. 671). 
4/ Quantities of foods consumed weighted by retail prices (53). 
_5/ Preliminary, 



Unit marketing charges increased 141 percent during 1929«63o The farm^retail 
spread series for the market basket of farm, food rose about 84 percent diiring that 
same tim.e« The difference between these two increases can be attributed to two 
factorss (1) The farm-retail spread series reflects prices of naarketing services 
required to nciarket food through retail stores« The unit marketing charge series 
also reflects the price of services furnished by eating places« 

(2) The quantity of services per unit of food and the comnciodity mix are held 
constant in the farm-retail spread series, while they are allowed to vary in the unit 
nciarketing charge series. Changes in services per unit of food include shifts from, less 
processed to more processed foods, and frona food purchased in retail stores to food 
purchased in eating places« Adequate data are not available to measxire changes in 
prices of services and changes in services per unit precisely, but rough estinaates 
indicate that the price went up about 90 percent during 1929-58 and that services per 
unit wei]t up about 10 to 15 percent« 

Unit marketing charges and volxime accoiinted for 58 percent and 42 percent, 
respectively, of the total increase in the marketing biU between 1929 and 1963« 11/ 
Between 1929 and 1935, the declines in volume and in unit marketing charges contri- 
buted equally to the decrease in the total marketing bill« Marketing charges accoiinted 
for the nciajor part of the increase between 1939 and 1958« Unit marketing charges 
increased  about  10  percent between 1958 and 1963, and volume increased 12 percent« 

FARM VALUE 

Payments to farm.ers for farna foods consumed in this country have shown 
more erratic fluctuations than the marketing bill« The main reason has been the 
larger variation in supplies of agricultural products than in supplies of marketing 
services« Farmers face a relatively steady and inelastic demand for their products, 
but supplies vary from year to year, causing fluctuations in prices« The supply 
and denaand structure for marketing services changes little from, year to year, 
so prices of these services do not show such wide variations« 

Farm value decreased from 1929 to 1935 mainly because of the 33-percent 
decline in per capita income which brought about a reduction in cons\imer denaand« 
By 1939 income had risen 17 percent above the 1935 level, but the farm value increased 
nauch less« Between 1939 and 1947, consunaer denaand picked up strongly and exerted 
an upward pressure on prices« Increased incom.e, the war effort, and a net m.igration 
to urban areas all contributed to greater denaand for purchased food and services« 
After the war, continued high prices for farna products induced farmers to expand 
output« Introduction of new methods of production and greater capital investment 
also helped to increase output faster than denaand could absorb it at constant prices« 
From. 1948 to 1957, the large supplies depressed farna prices of food products except 
for a brief spurt during the Korean conflict« These declining prices were responsible 
for the small decline in the total farm value between 1947 and 1954, despite increases 
in the volume of food naarketed« The farm value went up about 14 percent from 
1954 to 1958 as a result of a 2«percent increase in prices andan 11-percent increase 
in volume« Between 1958 and 1963, an 8-percent decrease in farm prices was more 
than offset by an increase in volume of products naarketed, causing a 5-percent 
rise in the farm value« The naarketing bill rose 22 percent during 1954-58 and 
24 percent during 1958-63« 

11/ Volunae alone accounted for 37 percent and marketing charges alone for 53 
percent; the interaction accounted for the other 10 percent and was allocated equally 
between the other two conaponents« 
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Some of the 1947-63 drop in prices received by farmers for food products 
was offset by im.proved productivity* Since 1947, output per man-hour has increased 
faster in agriculture than in food marketings, 12/ Thus, three factors explain the 
slower increase in the farm value than in the naarketing bills Faster increases 
in productivity in agriculture than in marketing^ increased annount of naarketing 
services per unit of food, and faster increase in supply than in demand for food 
products, 

FARMER'S SHARE 

The farm, share of consumer expenditures was about 35 percent in 1958 (the 
same as in 1939) compared with about 42 percent in 1929 (table 2), It declined to 
32 percent in 1963« The 1947 percentage (46) was the largest for any year covered 
by this study^ 13/ The decrease by 1963 was the result of a slower increase in farm, 
prices during 1929-63 than in unit m.arketing charges« An offsetting factor that 
tended to raise the farm share was the increase in the importance of meat products 
which had a relatively high farm share (table 4)« The meat products group accounted 
for 25 percent of consumer expenditures in 1929 and 28 percent in 1963« The farm 
share for meat was near 50 percent in most years« On the other hand^ bakery and 
cereal products^ with a farm share of 20 percent^ declined from 17 percent of con- 
sumer expenditures iii 1929 to 15 perceiit inl963« Another factor that led to a decrease 
in the farm share was the decline in the anaount of marketing perfornaed by farnciers^ 
such as selling directly to consumers, delivering products to a processor, and on- 
farm production of butter, creann., and m.eat« 

Besides the long«term downward trend, the farnci share also experienced wide 
cyclical swings during 1929-63« During 1929-35, farm prices declined more than 
unit marketing charges becauses 

1«     Supply   of  farna   products did not  decrease   as   m.uch   as consunaer demand« 

2«     Labor    costs    and    other    operating    costs    of   m.arketing   firncis were more 
resistant to decreases than farm, value© 

After reaching the high levels of the 1940*s, the farm share declined quite rapidly 
in the 1950*s« Farm prices of many food products were lower in 1958 than in the late 
forties and early fifties. Meanwhile, marketing charges increased in nearly every 
year of the 1950* s« 

In sum.mary, the farnci value declined naore than the naarketing bill during the 
1930's, and increased faster than the marketing bill during most of the 1940*s« 
Since 1947 the marketing bill has risen faster« From 1929 to 1963, the farm value 
rose 201 percent; the marketing bill increased 368 percent; and consumer expenditures 

12/ Waldorf indicated an increase of 2«7 percent per year for food processing 
(67, p« 10); the postwar rate of increase in distribution was 2o4 percent (69^)o The 
rate of increase for all food marketing was between 2«7 and 2,4« Output per m.an- 
hour in agriculture increased naore than 6 percent per year during 1947-58 (67, 
p« 19)o Some of this large increase resulted from, the substitution of capital for 
labor« 

13/ The farm, share of the annual market basket series was 53 percent in 1945, 
th~highest annual average on record« For other measures of the farnaer*s share, 
see Ogren (24)« The farm share for the previously published annual series reached 
a high in 1943-44« 
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increased   298   percent*     The  farm value  as  a percentage of cons\imer expenditures 
declined from 42 percent in 1929 to 32 percent in 1963* 

UNIT MARKETING CHARGES 

Marketing charges per unit of food handled were estimated for processors, 
wholesalers, and retailers (including eating places) (table 7), M/ Processing 
charges per unit of farm, food processed increased 133 percent during 1929-63; 
wholesalers* charges per unit purchased increased 118 percent; and retailers* charges 
per unit sold increased 128 percent^, Total unit marketing charges increased 141 
percent« The total is an aggregate figure, which reflects unit charges for all agencies, 
and also includes changes caused by shifts anaong product groups^, 

Table  7.--Unit marketing  charges   for farm food products marketed by  selected  agencies 
and wholesale price index,   selected years,   1929-63 

Year ! Processors . Wholesalers 
;    1/ ;    1/     ; 

1929   100 100 
1935   96 91 
1939 ! 86 87 
1947 : 170 154 
1954   202 183 
1958 : 232 203 
1963 6/ ..: 233 218 

Wholesale 
price 
index 5_/ 

Index 

100 
85 
80 

134 
170 
187 
228 

100 
92 
86 

153 
196 
219 
241 

100 
85 
89 

146 
175 
192 
195 

_!/ Processing margin per unit of  raw farm product processed. 
l_l Wholesale margin per unit of product purchased. 
_3/ Retail margin  (including eating places)   per unit of product  sold.     Tips   and retail 

taxes   are not included. 
kl Average marketing  charges per unit of  farm products  sold by farmers,   including 

charges   for  some   agencies  not  shown  separately. 
5./ BLS Wholesale Price  Index  excluding processed  foods   and  farm products   (49i,  p.   558) 
_6/ Preliminary. 

THE MARKETING BILL, FOR PRODUCT GROUPS 

The marketing bill for farm food products is for the following major groups: 
Meat products, dairy products, poultry products, fruits and vegetables, bakery and 
cereal products, and naisceUaneous products« 

The total marketing bill increased 368 percent between 1929 and 1963 (table 8)* 
Miscellaneous    products    showed   the   largest   increase   among   the   product groups« 

14/ Physical volumes handled were derived by deflating purchases or sales depending 
on the prices available; the \init charge for an agency group was the marketing bill 
for the agency divided by the volxime* Thus, the increases for each agency are not 
strictly conaparable. 
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Table  8.—The marketing bill   for  farm food products,   selected years,   1929-63 

Product group 1929 : 1935 : 1939 ;  1947 : 1954   ; 1958 : 1963 

- Index - 

216 
248 
207 
181 
216 
176 
291 

309 
345 
298 
261 
329 
252 
378 

378 
414 
354 
314 
431 
309 
437 

Total  100 
; 100 
:  100 

100 
: 100 
• 100 
.  100 

82 
74 
79 
83 
87 
88 
86 

95 
90 
87 
85 

110 
88 

112 

468 
Meat Droducts   528 
Dairy products   
Poultry and eggs   
Fruits and vegetables . 
Bakery and cereal   
Miscellaneous  

403 
361 
526 
384 
613 

Source:     Table  26. 

and   vegetables   and meat products*   The poultry 
products   groups   showed the smallest increases* 

During   1958-63,   the   marketing   bill   increased 23  percent;  miscellaneous products, 
fruits and vegetables, and poultry and eggs groups increased the fastest*, 

It    was   followed   closely   by   fruits 
and   eggs,   and   bakery   and   cereal 

Fruit s 
1963   {table 
percent    of 
percent« 

and vegetables accounted for 25 percent of the total marketing bill in 
9, fig, l)p Meat products had the next largest bill and accounted for 23 
the   totaL      Poultry   and   eggs^   the smallest group, accoimted for only 5 

The meat products group had by far the greatest share of both cons\amer ex** 
penditures and total farm value in 1963« The farm value of meat was about 37 percent 
of the total compared with 21 percent for dairy products, the nexrt largest group. 
Consumer expenditures forrneat products accounted for 28 percent of the total, 
considerably more thanthe next naost important group, fruits and vegetables* Gonsiimer 
expenditures    for   poultry   and   eggs   in   1963   were   the smallest of any naajor group« 

Because of the considerable share of meat products in consumer expenditures 
and farm value, any large change for this group would have a significant effect on 
the totals for all foods« For example, a 5-percent increase in the farm value of 
meat products would increase the farm value of all foods by 2 per cento The same 
increase would also raise consumer expenditures for ncieat by 2 percent if marketing 
charges did not change« Wide fluctuations in the farm share for naeat can also 
lead to snnaller but significant fluctuations in the share for all foods« 

Fruits and vegetables have the largest marketing bill« Transportation and 
handling charges are high because of the highly perishable and bulky nature of the 
fresh products« In addition, a large part of the volume is produced in specialized 
producing areas that are distant from nciany of the large consumer naarkets« Processed 
fruits and vegetables require relatively large margins to cover processing and 
packaging costs« 

The bakery and cereal products group has one of the lowest farm, shares« A 
concipsirison of its contribution to total consumer expenditures for farm foods (14 
percent) and to the total farm value (7 percent) illustrates how important marketing 
charges are for this group; they accoxinted for 18 percent of the total marketing 
bill in 1963« Many of the finished products-in this group are in highly processed 
form and  so  require relatively large unit naargins to cover the costs of processing« 
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Table 9.—Share of marketing bill,, farm value^ and consumer expenditures accounted 
for by specified product groups^ I963 l/ 

Product group Marketing 
bill 

Farm 
value 

Consumer 
expenditures 

Total   
Meat products   
Dairy products   
Poultry and eggs   
Fruits and vegetables   
Bakery and cereal products. 
Miscellaneous products .... 

Percent Percent 

100.0 100.0 
23.2 37.5 
16.3 20.7 
5.1 12.2 

21+.6 16.1 
18.7 7.0 
12.1 6.5 

Percent 

100.0 
27.8 
17.7 
7.3 

21.9 
15.0 
10.3 

1/ For domestic farm food products  sold to civilian consumers. 

Source:     Table 26. 

CONSUMER EXPENDITURES AND COMPONENTS 
FOR FARM FOOD PRODUCTS, 1963 

Consumer expenditures 
Marketing bill 

Farm value" 

MISCEL- 
LANEOUS 
PRODUCTS 

MEAT DAIRY POULTRY FRUITS BAKERY 
PRODUCTS     PRODUCTS    AND EGGS AND AND 

VEGETABLES      CEREAL 
FOR  DOMESTIC   FARM   FOOD   PRODUCTS   BOUGHT  BY   CIVILiAN   CONSUMERS. 

♦DIFFERENCE   BETWEEN   CONSUMER   EXPENDITURES  AND   PAYMENTS   TO   FARMERS  FOR 
THE   EQUIVALENT   FARM   PRODUCTS. 

U.   S.   DEPARTMENT OF  AGRICULTURE NEG.    ERS   4726-66(8)        ECONOMIC   RESEARCH    SERVICE 

Figure 1 
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PoTiltry and eggs on the other hand had the highest farm share of any group* 
In general^ most poultry products undergo little processing» This explains why 
this group accounts for a sm.all part of the total nciarketing bill and consumer ex- 
penditures and a high share of the farm, value« 

Between 1929 and 1963, the importance of the various product groups in the 
total marketing bill shifted (table 10^ fig^ ZU In 1929, the bakery and cereal group 
had  the   largest   marketing   bill   of   any group.    It was followed closely by fruits and 

Table 10. — Relative importance of commodity groups in the 
marketing bill, selected years, 1929-63 J./ 

Product group 1929 1935 1939 1947 1954 1958 1963 2/ 

Total   
Meat products  
Dairy products  
Poultry and eggs  
Fruits and vegetables 
Bakery and cereal.... 
Miscellaneous  

Pet. 

100.0 
20.6 
18.9 
6.6 

21,9 
22.8 
9.2 

Pet. 

100.0 
18.4 
18.0 
6.7 

23.0 
24.3 
9.6 

Pet. 

100.0 
19.6 
17.2 
5.9 

25.3 
21.1 
10.9 

Pet. 

100.0 
23.6 
18.0 
5.5 

21.9 
18.6 
12.4 

Pet. 

100.0 
23.1 
18.2 
5.5 

23.3 
18.6 
11.3 

Pet. 

100.0 
22.5 
17.7 
5.4 

25.0 
18.7 
10.7 

Pet. 

100.0 
23.2 
16.3 
5.1 

24.6 
18.7 
12.1 

1/  Total marketing charges for domestic farm food products sold to civilian consumers. 
2/  Preliminary, 

MARKETING BILL FOR FARM 
FOOD PRODUCTS 

1929 1935 1939 1947 1954 1958 1963 
FOR   DOMESTIC   FARM   FOOD   PRODUCTS   BOUGHT   BY   CIVILIAN   CONSUMERS. 

^DIFFERENCE   BETWEEN   CONSUMER   EXPENDITURES   AND   PAYMENTS   TO   FARMERS   FOR   THE 
EQUIVALENT   FARM   PRODUCTS. 

U.  S.   DEPARTMENT   OF   AGRICULTURE NEC.   ERS   4725*66(8)       ECONOMIC   RESEARCH   SERVICE 

Figure 2 
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vegetables and meat product groups« By 1963, fruits and vegetables had gained the 
lead and meat was second« During the same period, bakery and cereal products 
slipped from 23 percent of the total marketing bill to 19 percent; fruits and vegetables 
increased    from    22    percent    to    25   perceiá;   and   meat rose from 21 to 23 percent« 

Both volume and unit marketing charges contributed to the increased relative- 
inaportance of the naeat products group between 1929 and 1963« Volume of meat 
naarketed increased faster than the average for all food marketed (table ll)o The 
unit marketing charge for m.eat products increased 144 percent, while the average 
unit marketing charge for all farm, food increased 141 percent (table 12)« 

The volume of fruit and vegetable products increased less than the average 
for    all   other    product    groups   between  1929   and   1958, although the unit nciarketing 

Table  11.—Volume of  farm foods marketed for domestic civilian consumption by product 
group,   selected years,   1929-63  1^/ 

Product group 1929 1935 1939 1947 1954 1958     •   1963  2/ 

Total  .. 
Meat products     
Dairy products     
Poultry and eggs   
Fruits and vegetables 
Bakery and cereal .. .. 
Miscellaneous   

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

90 
75 

100 
91 

100 
93 

114 

110 
114 
109 
110 
108 
98 

117 

Index 

141 
158 
126 
167 
134 
109 
129 

157 
171 
143 
207 
143 
104 
196 

173 
179 
158 
230 
158 
117 
266 

194 
216 
167 
248 
171 
122 
365 

_1/ Volume index was derived as the quotient of an index of total farm value divided 
by an index of farm prices, 

_2/ Preliminary. 

Table 12.—Unit marketing charges for farm food products, selected years, 1929-63 1/ 

Product group 1929 1935 1939 1947 1954 1958  ; 1963 2/ 

Total   
Meat products   
Dairy products  . 
Poultry and eggs   
Fruits and' vegetables 
Bakery and cereal .... 
Mis cellaneous , 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

86 

— J-llUCÄ - 

196 219 91 152 241 
98 79 157 202 231 244 
79 79 165 208 224 241 
91 77 109 126 136 145 
86 101 162 231 272 307 
94 90 161 242 265 314 
75 96 225 192 164 168 

1/  The indexes of unit marketing charges were derived as the quotient of an index of 
the total marketing bill to an index of volume marketed. 

_2/ Preliminary. 
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charge for this group increased more than for any other group except bakery and 
cereal products« Much of this increase in unit nnarketing charges was caused 
by a shift from fresh to processed products, which usually have higher unit margins. 

Poultry and eggs had the second largest increase in volume between 1929 and 
1963, and the smallest increase in unit charges,, Large increases in marketings 
of frying chickens and turkeys were m^ainly responsible for the rise in volum.ep 
Unit niarketing charges for both poultry and eggs rose less than the average unit 
charge for all farm foods. During 1947^63, the poultry unit charge went up 33 percent 
compared with 58 percent for all products. 

Trends in the bakery and cereal products group were nearly opposite to those 
of the poultry group. Volume increased the least, while the increase in unit marketing 
charges was larger than for any other group. 

The m.iscellaneous group showed the largest increase in volume m.arketed, 
mainly as a result of expanded use of shortening, m^argarine, and other oil products. 
However, slowly rising unit charges tempered the increase in the marketing bill 
for this group, 

THE MARKETING BILL FOR SELECTED MARKETING AGENCIES 

The total difference between consiamer expenditures for farm, foods and the 
corresponding farm, value is the sum of charges m.ade by the various nciarketing 
agencies. These agencies include assem.blers, processors, transportation agencies, 
wholesalers, retail stores, and away-from-^honcie eating places. 

Retailers (including away-from.«hom.e eating places) accounted for raore than 
$22 billion of the $49 billion total bill in 1963 (table 13), Processors accounted for 
about $19 billion, and the remaining $8 billion was divided among assenablers, 
transportation agencies, and wholesalers. 

Table  13.—Marketing bill  for  farm foods,  by marketing  agency,   and agency  shares  of  the 
total  bill,   selected years,   1929-63 

. Assemble rs, Retailers 
transportation (including 

Year Total Frocessors :  agencies. and eating 
. wholesalers :     places] ) 

Mil. del. Mil. dol. Pet. Mil. dol. Pet. Mil. dol. Pet. 

1929   10,463 3,529 34 2,439 23 4,495 43 
1935   8,622 3,032 35 1,970 23 3,620 42 

1939   9,930 3,429 35 2,316 23 4,185 42 

1947   22,643 8,218 36 4,655 21 9,770 43 
1954   32,316 12,297 38 6,298 19 13,721 43 

1958  39,549 15,832 40 7,122 18 16,595 42 

1963 1/   48,945 19,031 39 8,209 17 21,705 44 

l_l  Preliminary. 

Source: Tal 3le 29. 
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Processors 

The processors* share increased from 34 percent in 1929 to 39 percent in 1963 
(table 13) mainly because of growth in unit processing charges and in the quantity 
of processed foods» According to Waldorf, the volxune of factory processing increased 
faster than farm marketings in every decade during 1910-58 (66, p« 6)o Other evidence 
indicates that the price of processing services went up relative to the farm-retail 
spread during 1929-58^ j^/ 

Part of the increase in processing services has resulted from shifts am.ong 
commodities« For exam.ple, per capita consumption increased much faster for 
processed fruits and vegetables than for fresh products« Also the percentage of 
animals slaughtered on farm.s and in wholesale and retail establishments, as well 
as the percentage of fluid milk bottled and sold by farmers, declinedo These changes 
tended to increase the processors* share and decrease the share to farm.ers, 
wholesalers, and retailers« 

In recent years, there has been a substantial increase in the use of partially 
prepared foods such as frozen naeat pies, frozen french-fried potatoes, warm-and- 
serve dinners, and refrigerated bakery products« Even so, these products have 
not becom^e important enough to affect the processor's total bill significantly o If 
the trend continues for the next several years, however^ they may make a substantial 
addition«   16/ 

Retailers 

Retailers (including away-from-hom.e eating places) accounted for 44 percent 
of the marketing bill in 1963, about the same as in 1929« The relative stability of 
the retailer's share was surprising considering the vast changes that have taken 
place in retail distribution since 1929« 

Other data indicated that the importance of the total retail store biU declined 
from 1929 to 1963, while that of the bill for away-from.= honae eating increased« 
The proportion of food sold through eating places increased during 1929*'63, and it 
is likely that their percentage markup increased naore than that of retail stores« 
According to Burk (£), the market value of food handled in away-from.-honae eating 
places represented 24 percent of the value of all food rciarketed in 1958 compared 
with 21 percent in 1929« During the sanae period, the value of this food, in terms 
of retail store prices, increased from. 15 percent to 17 percent of the total (Bj pp« 91- 
92)« During 1953«63, the BL.S price index of food at home increased 7 percent, 
compared with a 27*percent increase for food away frona home« 

The niimber of retail stores declined sharply between 1929 and 1963 (table 14)« 
The volume of sales (in 1958 dollars) increased 203 percent, while the nunaber of 
employees    rose    90    percent«        During    1929-63,   productivity   (naeasured in ternas 

15/ Waldorf (68, Appendix C, table 14] benchmarked indexa the deflated index 
increased 16 percent. The nciarket basket farm.-retail spread (deflated) increased 
3 percent« The price of all marketing services including aw ay-from.-home eating 
increased faster than the farm^retail spread« 

16/ The effect of added processing services on margins of selected processed 
foods was studied by Badger (¿)« See Waldorf (GS) for discussion of denaand for 
processing services in relation to inconae and prices of services« 
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Table  14.—Number,   employees,   and áales  of retail  food stores,   selected years, 1929-63 _1/ 

Year 
Number of 
stores 

Paid 
employees Current 

dollars 

Sales 

1958 
dollars 2J 

1929 
1935 
1939 
1948 
1954 
1958 
1963 

Thous ands 

478 
523 
551 
500 
384 
356 
319 

Thousands 

669 
679 
717 
924 

1,026 
1,184 
1,274 

Million 
dollars 

10,277 
7,907 
9,568 
29,438 
39,762 
49,022 
57,079 

Million 
dollars 

18,618 
18,916 
24,162 
33,605 
42,210 
49,022 
56,346 

IJ Derived  from data reported in the Census  of Business   (54)       Data  for  1929-48 were 
adjusted to exclude  fluid milk dealers.     Retail  bakeries with baking on the premses 
were included for 1948-63,  but not  for 1929-39.     In 1948,   16,000 of  these  stores had 
68,000 employees  and sales of  $562 million. 

2/  Sales  in 1958  dollars   are  sales  in  current  dollars   deflated by  the BLS   retail 
price  index  for food  at home. 

of sales per employee, in 1958 doUars)iiicreased nearly 60 perce 17/ Total 
output of retail store services per unit of food probably declined because of the 
shift from clerk service to self-service^ froöa neighborhood stores to shopping 
centers, and from credit and delivery to cash and carry. The decline in these 
services was partially offset by increases in some other services such as greater 
selection of products, more com.fortable stores, parking lots, and other imiportant 
though less obvious changes« In addition, retail chainstores absorbed som.e o 
distribution services forniierly provided by wholesalers and processors«, 

Productivity in eating places (as measured by sales per em.ployee) lias not 
k^ept pace with that in retail stores, although the restaurant and institutional feeding 
industries have beconcie much nciore efficient in food preparation* During 1929-63, 
the structure of the restaurant industry did not change as much as that of thte retad 
food store industry. The inaportanee of independent retail stores declined sharply 
while that of independent eating places declined only slightly. 

The continued importance of small eating places indicated that size alone 
was not a great advantage in the eating«place industry. If there had been naany tech- 
nological innovations advantageous to the larger firm.s, the larger incorporated 
eating places would have beconcie nciuc h more import ant. Perhaps demand for aw ay- 
frona-honcie eating is not sufficient to stim.ula^teiimo vat ions which wouU inapro^ 
OAitput per employee as nnuch as in other industries, or perhaps the nature of this 
industry is not conducive to large-scale technological innovationo The eating-place 
industry in some respects is sim.ilar to service industries which have not improved 
productivity as rapidly as trade industries. 

17/  These    data   tend   to    understate   the    increase   in   sales per worker because 
they   do  not   include  proprietors   and iiÄpaid fainily workers whose nu^ declined 
between 1929 and 1958, Output per nrian-hour increased even faster than pe emiployee 
since hours per employee declined s\ü>stantially. See Waldorf and Gale (69) for 
estimates of productivity in food distribution. 
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Assemblers^ Wholesalers^ and Transportation Agencies 

Marketing charges for other distribution services suchas assenably, transportatior^ 
and wholesaling increased naore slowly than the total marketing bill for all farm 
foods marketedo 18/ The bill for these agencies increased 237 percent from 1929 
to 1963 while the total increased 368 percent« Sonríe of the principal factors coritributing 
to this slower increasehavebeenareductionin the services performed by assemblers 
more efficient wholesale operations, and assumption of some wholesale functions 
by retailerso Expansion of some transportation services^, such as length-of-haul, 
refrigeration, and faster handling tended to raise total transportation charges« 

Assembly of m.any farm products has been streamlined considerably in the 
past 30 years (33)o Much of the- milk is now hauled in bulk directly to factories, 
elim.inating the costly handling of milk cans« The number of country milk receiving 
plants also declined© 19/ More meat animals moved direct from. farm, or feedlot 
to packer in 1958 than in 1929, bypassing some ageiits that used to be involved in 
livestock marketing« The decline in numbers of marketing agencies also has been 
important in the m^arketing of eggs and chickens« 

According to the 1958 Census of Business, the number of assem.blers of all 
farm products declined from 31,810 in 1929 to 14,096 in 1958« The decrease in the 
number of assemblers overstates the decline of the assembly functions because 
other types of business assiimed sonae of these functions« Total sales by assemblers 
increased about 120 percent (54^ 1958, Vol. Ill, p« 4), although the farm value of 
food products increased 188 percent; this indicates that assemblers are handling 
less of the farm production than formerly« 

The number of food and grocery wholesale establishments and their sales 
expanded significantly between 1929 and 1963 (table 15)« Total adjusted sales increased 
160 percent, while consum.er expenditures for farm food went up 298 percent« 20/ 
The wholesale price index for processed foods increased 86 percentj^ indicating 
that nauch of the rise in wholesale sales was due to higher prices« Other data 
show that agents and brokers handling food products increased their share of whole- 
saling; about 70 percent of their sales wereto other wholesalers and to manufacturers 
in 1963« 

In summ.ary^ increases in the retailers' bul (the largest component of the total 
marketing bUl) contributed most to the rise in the total marketing bill between 
1929 and 1963 (45 percent)^ bxit the processors* bHI showed the largest percentage 
increase« Assemiblers, transportation agencies, and wholesalers accounted for 15 
percent of the total rise   and had the snaallest percentage increase« 

MARKETING BILLS FOR PRODUCT GROUPS—THEIR COMPONENTS 

The total marketing bill increased 368 percent from 1929 to 1963« The bill 
for three groups«^^m.eat products, fruits and vegetables, and miscellaneous products-» 

18/ Wholesale and transportation charges for intermediate manufactured foods 
used in other manufactured products are not included in this part of the bilL They 
are included in the processor bill« 

19/ In 1935, 3,619 cream stations were reported;  only 411 were reported in 1963 (54)« 
20/ Wholesaler    sales    were    adjusted   to    eliminate    sales   between  wholesalers 

(double   wholesaling)«      Before   adjustment^   sales   increased   182   percent«   Another 
important   factor   which retarded wholesale  sales  was the  increase in direct selling 
from one manufacturer to another« 
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Table 15.--Number and sales of food wholesalers, selected years, 1929-63 1/ 

Year Establishments 
Total sales 

Total Adjusted _2/ 

Number Million dollars Million dollars 

1929. 
1935. 
1939. 
1948. 
1954. 
1958. 
1963. 

27,777 13,946 12,164 
29,062 7,731 6,681 
28,855 8,604 6,864 
33,489 24,364 19,789 
34,026 31,649 24,560 
33,848 35,706 27,672 
31,386 39,375 31,587 

J./ Data are for merchant wholesalers and manufacturers' sales branches which sell 
food products. Those specializing in food raw materials such as grain and livestock 
are excluded.  Data for agents and brokers are not included because data are not 
closely comparable among years. 

II  Adjusted to exclude sales to other wholesalers (double wholesaling).  This is an 
estimate of sales to firms outside the wholesale sector.  Data derived from the Census 
of Wholesale Trade (54). 

increased faster than the total, and that for the other three groups increased more 
slowly (see table 8)o Changes in the componeiits of the biU for the individual product 
groups   were   often  markedly   different  from changes  in the total bul (see table 26)o 

Meat Products 

The m.arketing bill for meat products increased 428 percent between 1929 and 
1963, the second largest increase among the comjnodity groups o Although the proc- 
essing bill went up the fastest of the three components, the retail bill accounted for 
the largest part of the total increase* In 1929» processing accounted for 22 percent 
of the total bill for meat products, and retailing for 55 percent* By 1963, these pro- 
portions had risen to 27percent and 58 percent, respectively« The bill for assem.blers, 
wholesalers, and transportation agencies increased the least; their proportion of 
the total meat products bill declined from. 22 percent to 15 percent« 

The decline for livestock assemblers and meat wholesalers has been apparent 
for som.e time« Shorter channels and greater efficiency in the assenably of livestock 
have kept total assembly costs from increasing as rapidly as other components 
of the bill« According to Bjorka, assembly agencies accounted for about 9 percent 
of the total farm-retail spread for m.eat products in 1939 (5)o Other data show that 
livestock m.arketing  accounted for only 5 percent of the total spread in 1959 (72, p« 3)« 

Part of the relative decline in the wholesale share of this bill can be attributed 
to the decline of packer branch houses« These branches handled 47 percent of the 
packer sales in 1929, but in 1963 they handled only 14 percent* The share of indep^ 
pendent wholesalers declined from 1929 to 1948, but has increased a little in recent 
years« The decline in meat wholesaling accompanied an increase in direct sales 
from packers to retail stores, although this trend may have been reversed in more 
recent years« 
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The increase in the functions performed by retailers {such as performing part 
of their own wholesale operations) was partly responsible for the rise in the bill 
for retailers^ This retail bill was affected by larger volumes, increased costs of 
performing services, and the added cost of services fornierly perforined by whole- 
saler So Efficiency in handling meat in retail stores probably improved less than 
efficiency in handling groceriesp Although self-service meat counters are now in 
conomion use, nauch hand labor is still required in preparing m,eat for sale. 

The shift from cured meats and other processed meats to fresh meats also 
was an important factor« llj Handling cured meats at the retail store level lends 
itself quite well to self-service« On the other hand, fresh meats require extensive 
cutting, boning, and trimming, most of which is done by hand« Thus, the labor 
cost and the total retail meat margin increased because of the shift in the product 
mix« This increase was partly offset by improved efficiency and the introduction 
of nnechanized equipment, where feasible« 

Dairy Products 

During 1929-63, total marketing charges for dairy products increased 303 
percent-^somewhat less than for all farm products« Increases in the components 
of the marketing bill followed the same pattern as for meat products« The processor 
bill increased the most and the whole sale biUthe least« For this group, the processing 
mtargin was the largest com.ponento 

The rising importance of fluid milk product s and the increase in the unit marketing 
charge for these products helped push the total bill upward« 22/ Concurrently, 
shift from, honae delivery of nciilk to purchases in retail stores tended to slow the 
increase in the bilU 23/ The decline in direct sales by farmers to consumers also 
added to the marketing biU« Whereas direct sales accounted for about 40 percent 
of the farm value of fluid mï^ and cream in 1929, they accounted for only 10 percent 
by 1958« This meant that the naarketing system had to handle a larger share of 
distribution services«  24/ 

Butter played a naajor role in the slower-than-average increase for manufactured 
dairy prodxicts« Between 1929 and 1963, per capita civilian consumption of butter 
declined 60 percent, and that of all milk including butter (on a milkfat equivalent 
basis) declined 23 percent« 25/ Because of the importance of butter in the group, 
substitutions of vegetable oils for butter were primarily responsible for the sm^aller» 
than-average increase in the marketing bill for all dairy products« The farm«retail 
price spread for butter increased about 25 percent from 1929 to 1963, compared 
with an increase of 105 percent for all dairy products (41, 45, 52)« 

21/ According to Waldorf, m.eat processing services per unit of farm, raw m^aterial 
declined from 1929 to 1958 (66, p« 12)« 

22/ The processor bill for fluid m.ilk includes charges for distribution services 
by   the   processors   to  homes  and  stores,  and charges for some wholesale services« 

23/ According to the UoSo Bureau of L,abor Statistics (BLS), the 1963 average 
price   of  nailk   delivered to homes was  about 7 percent above the retail store price« 

24/ The quantity of milk sold directly to consumers was 30 percent of the total 
in 1929 and 5 percent in 1958« 

25/ Per capita consimaption of dairy products on a retail product weight basis 
was about 2 percent less in 1963 than in 1929, though it was considerably higher in 
some intervening years« There was a substantial decline in milkfat consumption 
and an increase in solids not fat (53)« 
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Poultry Products 

The marketing biU increased less for poultry products than for any other major 
product groupe Several factors were responsible for the slow increase: (1) Per 
capita consumption of egg s declined, especially after 1952, (2} efficiency in assembling 
eggs and poultry and in dressing poultry increased significantly, and (3) per unit 
processing and distribution costs for poultry meat were held down by econom.ies 
made possible by large volume and specializatiouo 

Unlike most other commodity groups, the retailer bill for poultry and eggs 
increased less than the wholesaler, transportation, and assembler bill during 1929-63o 
Gains in efficiency in the wholesaling and transportation of poultry and eggs did 
not keep pace with those in assembling and processing. The increase in the trans« 
portation biU was attributed partly to longer hauls of eggs and poultry« Thirty 
years ago, poultry m.eat production was largely for local markets and distances to 
markets were shorter« In recent years, broiler production has beconae concerirated 
in a few specialized areas and the dressed products are transported to distant 
markets«     This trend has been less  pronounced for  eggs. 

The average farm-retail spread for poultry rose about 49 percent between 
1929 and 1963, although the general price level increased nearly 80 percent« Ap» 
parently, the effects of greater volume, shift to younger chickens, and improved 
efficiency partly offset rising costs. The farm«retail spread for eggs increased 
37 percent between 1929 and 1963, also considerably less than the 84-percent increase 
for all farm food products« 

Fruits and Vegetables 

The total biU for marketing fruits and Vegetables increased 426 percent between 
1929 and 1963, the third largest increase among the product groups. The processor 
bill increased partly in response to the shift from fresh to processed products« 
Per capita consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables (including potatoes and sweet 
potatoes) declined rather sharply during the last tliree decades, while consumption 
of the processed products increased« This meant that the fruit and vegetable proc- 
essing industry not only had to keep pace with population, but had to supply the 
increased demand resulting from, changes in consirmer preferences« 

Improved technology in canning and freezing of fruits and vegetables provided 
greater convenience, availability, and quality than was offered by fresh products; 
this probably induced consumers to make the switch from fresh to processed products« 
Frozen fruits, vegetables, and prepared foods accoxinted for nearly 25 percent of 
consumer expenditures for the processed products in 1958j 30 years ago this industry 
was hardly recognizable« 26/ Since 1958, frozen foods have become even more 
prominent« The nciost popular frozen fruits and vegetables are orange juice, straw- 
berries, potatoes, and peas« A shift fromthonae canned to comnaerciaUy processed 
products resulted from greater efficiency in factory canning, the decline in rural 
population, increases in inconcie, and the rise in the number of women in the labor 
force« 

26/ Prepared foods include foods such as frozen dinners, baked products, and pot 
pies« These itenas accounted for about one^third of manufecturers* shipments 
of frozen fruits, vegetables, and prepared foods in 1958« Seafoods, meat, and poultry 
are not included in this group. 
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In addition, rural families formerly supplied a considerable portion of their 
fruits and vegetables from hom.e gardens. Many migrated to cities and towns and 
switched to commercial sources of supply; they also changed their consumption 
habits to  include more processed products than they did when living in rural areas<» 

The retail bill did not rise as fast as the processor bul because the total volume 
of all fruits and vegetables moving through retail channels was not affected by 
the increase in processing« Moreover, retail markups are higher for fresh than for 
processed fruits and vegetables^ Thus, the shift from fresh to processed products 
dampened the growth in retail charges, while processing charges were increasing 
rapidly« However, the absorption of som.e warehousing functions by som.e retailers 
tended to raise the retail bill and reduce the wholesale bula Retail chains often 
purchase caimed foods directly from m^anufacturers for delivery to their own ware« 
houseso This direct buying of processed fruits and vegetables increased dramatically 
between 1929 and 1947«   Since that time the trend has leveled off« 

The bill for assembly, transportation, and wholesaling also was less important 
because of the shift to processed products« Transportation costs were lower for 
processed fruits and vegetables than for fresh products, though the saving was not 
as great for frozen as for canned products« Wholesale charges tended to be lower 
for processed products because a larger share bypassed the wholesaler« Assembly 
margins were considerably lower for products used in processing than for those 
used for fresh market because products for processing generally were hauled directly 
from field to processor« The cost of packing fresh fruits and vegetables was included 
in assembly, whichalsocausedahigher as sembler naargin than for processed products« 

The fruits and vegetables group illustrates the effect of additional marketing 
services on the farm share« This share has always been higher for fresh than 
for processed products« The difference is explained by the more extensive m.arketing 
services involved in the processed items and by the higher farm prices for fresh 
item.s« Thus, a shift from, fresh to processed products would reduce the farm.er s 
share for all fruits and vegetables« From 1929 to 1958, the farm value of fresh 
fruits and vegetables, as a percentage of the farm value of the total fruits and 
vegetables group, declined from 85 to 61 percent (table 16)» The farmer's share 
for each of the two subgroups also declined; this factor also caused a decreasein 
the farm share for the total group (table 17)» But the share for the total group 
declined more than the share of either subgroup because of the shift from the-un- 
processed products with a relatively high farm share to the processed products 
with a relatively low farm share« Farm prices of processed and fresh products 
do not necessarily miove together, so the farm, share could be affected by changes 
in relative prices alone« 

Bakery and Cereal Products 

Total marketing charges for the bakery and cereal products group had next 
to the smallest rate of increase among the product groups (poultry products increased 
the least)o The farm-retail price spread for bakery and cereal products more 
than doubled from 1929 to 1963, a much faster rise than the average for all farm 
food (41)« The volume of these products, however, increased much less than the 
volxime of all foodso The net result was the relatively small increase in the bill 
for this group« 

Bakery products contributed over 70 percent of the total dollar increase in 
the   marketing  bill  for the bakery  and cereal products group during 1929-63, but the 
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Table 16.--Fruits and vegetables: Relative importance of fresh and processed 
subgroups in the farm value of the total group, selected years, 1929-58 

Year 

1929,, 
1935.. 
1939.. 
1947.. 
1954.. 
1958.. 

Total group Fresh products Processed products \l 

Percent 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

Percent 

85 
80 
80 
76 
66 
61 

Percent 

15 
20 
20 
24 
34 
39 

J./ Processed products include canned spaghetti, soups, other specialty items, frozen 
prepared foods, and potato chips, in addition to the traditional processed fruits and 
vegetables. 

Table 17.- •Fruits and vegetables: Farm value as a percentage of consumer 
expenditures, selected years, 1929-58 J./ 

Year 

1929.. 
1935.. 
1939.. 
1947.. 
1954.. 
1958.. 

All  fruits  and 
vegetables 

Fresh and dried 
fruits  and vegetables 

Processed fruits 
and vegetables 

Percent 

35 
30 
26 
35 
27 
24 

Percent 

41 
33 
29 
41 
30 
29 

Percent 

20 
21 
17 
24 
22 
18 

J./  For  farm food products  sold  to civilian consumers.     Processed  fruits  and vege- 
tables   include  canned soups,   spaghetti,   other specialty items,   frozen prepared  foods, 
and potato  chips,   in addition to the  traditional processed  fruits  and vegetables. 

rate of growth among grain mill products was a little higher than that for bakery 
products., The rapid growth in the bill for breakfast cereals, m^acaroniproducts, 
baking mixes, and rice overshadowed the slow growth for family floxir« Bakery 
products accounted for 58 percent of the farm value of bakery and cereal products 
in 1963 conapared with 46 percent in 1929« Nearly all of this increase came after 
194?• Part of the expansion reflects the shift from, baking in homes, restaurants, 
and institutions to factory bakings 

Processing charges increased the fastest of any com.ponents of the total bill 
for the bakery and cereal group« Additional processing services per unit, as well 
as higher prices of services and expanded volume, contributed to the higher biU 
for procès s ing« The reduction in the amount of home« delivered bakery products 
tended to retard the rapid growth in this bilL 
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The retailing bill for bakery and cereal products went up less than the total 
bilL Of the three component bills, the bill for assembly, transportation^ and whole« 
saling increased the least» 

Data for bread give an indication of the changes in unit spreads for bakery 
products and flour (table 18)* 27/ Between 1947 and 1963, the farm»retail spread 
for bread increased 115 percent» The spread between the wholesale price and the 
price to consimiers increased 147 perceiït, while the spread for baking and distribution 
to retail stores rose 133 percent» The spread for flour milling went up 43 percent» 
Comparison of this last increase with the 53-'percent expansion in the farm«retail 
spread for white flour shows that the distribution spread for flour rose from 1947 
to 1958 (5¿)» 

Increases in the production of blended and prepared flours contributed significantly 
to the bill for grain mill products» The quantity of plain wheat flour purchased for 
home use declined by more than one-third from 1939 to 1958, while purchases of 
blended and prepared flour naixes increased about 45percent« 28/ The processing 
margins for these types of flour are higher because additional services are involved» 
Thus, the replacenaent of plain flour by mixes tended to increase the bill for all 
flour products because the naarketing cost for mixes was higher than for plain 
flour» The increase in the bill for blended flours and m.ixes did not completely 
offset the reduction for plain flour, so the total for flour rose» 

Per capita consiimption of breakfast cereals declined during 1929-63, but the 
unit farm«retail spreads increased more than the average for all foods» The result 
was a larger increase in total marketing charges for these products than for the 
bakery and cereal group as a whole« 

Miscellaneous Product s 

The m^iscellaneous products group contains several diverse products? Fats 
and oils, sugar, confectionery products, soft drinks, flavorings and sirups, tree 
nuts, and other miscellaneous products» Its marketing bill was next to the smallest 
of  the product  groups,  even though it  increased more than for any other group»   29/ 

A few selected statistics show the general trend for some of the products in 
this group» Total utilization of fats and oils in shortening, cooking oils, and margarine 
increased   132   percent   between   1929   and   1958»   30/      This amounted to more than a 

21J Bread margins data were obtained from Spreads in Farm-Retail Spreads of 
White Bread (50) and similar preceding publications» 

28/ Plain flour is that destined for sale without further comm.ercial processing, 
and includes flour used in households and restaurants» It excludes flour used in 
conamercial bakeries and in prepared naixes» 

29/ It was difficult to determine the causes of the increase because several 
variables were responsible for the changes» Heterogeneous groups with divergent 
trends were involved. Also, the importance of sugar, one of the principal products, 
varied as the proportion of domestic production changed» This changing proportion 
also affected the bills for confectionery products, soft drinks, flavorings, and other 
naiscellaneous products» Bakery products and processed fruits and vegetables also 
were affected by imported sugar, but the impact was much less for those groups» 
Sonae fats and oils were imported, but these were relatively minor in food products, 
especially in m.ore recent years» 

30/ See FOS-222, Mar» 1964, p» 30 (49)» 
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Table 18.—White bread:  Farmrretail spread and its components for 
a 1-pound loaf of bread, 1947-63 J./ 

Year 
Farm-retail 
spread Ij 

Retail 
spread ^/ 

Baking- 
wholesaling 
spread 4/ 

Miller's flour 
spread _5/ 

Other 
spreads ^/ 

Cents 

1947. 
1948. 
1949. 

1950. 
1951. 
1952. 

1953. 
1954. 
1955. 

1956. 
1957. 
1958. 

1959, 
1960. 
1961. 
1962. 
1963. 

Cents Cents Cents Cents 

8,2 1.5 4.9 .7 1.1 
9.7 1.9 6.0 .6 1.2 

10.3 2.3 6.3 ,5 1.2 

10.5 2.1 6.7 .6 1.1 
11,6 2.2 7.5 .6 1.3 
12.0 2.4 7.8 .6 1.1 

12.4 2.3 8.1 .6 1.4 
13.0 2.2 8.6 .6 1.6 
13.6 2.2 9.2 .6 1.6 

14.0 2.1 9.7 .7 1.4 
14.8 2.7 9,9 ,8 1.4 
15,6 2.7 10.5 ,8 1.6 

16,1 2.6 11.2 .8 1.5 
16,6 3.0 11.2 .9 1.5 
17,0 3.3 11.3 1,0 1.4 
17.1 3.5 11.1 1,0 1.5 
17.6 3.7 11.4 1,0 1.5 

\l Data obtained from Spreads in FarmrRetail Prices of White Bread (50) and similar 
preceding publications* However, farmrretail, retail, and baking-wholesaling spreads 
have been revised since this publication was issued, 

_2/ Difference between retail store price of 1-pound loaf and the farm value of 
equivalent quantities of farm products used in its manufacture, 

_3/ Difference between wholesale and retail prices.    4/ Difference between the 
wholesale price and cost of ingredients to the baker.    _5/ Difference between the 
cost of wheat and the mill sales value of flour.   _6/ Charges for transporting, 
handling, and storing all ingredients and processing ingredients other than flour. 

60-percei3t expansion in per capita consumptiono (This increase was offset by 
a decrease in butter consunaption*) The farm^^retail spread for vegetable shortening 
increased 47 percent (41, 45^ table 106)* 

Per capita consiinciption of all sugar and sirup products was about the same 
in 1963 as in 1929« Consumption of domestic sugar increased sharply between 
1929 and 1939î there was a slight decrease in this percentage from 1939 to 1958« 31/ 
The increase was naainly the resixlt of gains in domestic sugar beet production« 
The farm-retail spread for beet sugar increased about 70 percent between 1929 
and 1958, 

Wet corn na.illing products were also important in the miscellaneous group, 
but    their    importance   was   less   in  1958   than   in 1929o   Only finished products were 

31/ The donaestic portion increased sharply after 1959 as a resxilt of the addition 
of Hawaii as a State in 1960 and the increase in mainland cane and beet area quotas 
after I960 when the Cuban quota was abolished« 
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included; increasing proportions of corn oil, corn sugar, corn sirup^ and corn 
starch are used as ingredients in other products«, Gluten feed, gluten meal, and 
other wet corn byproducts were not included in the food marketing bill« 

CHANNELS OF TRADE 

Marketing channels for donciestic food products changed significantly between 
1929 and 1958« The xnost important channel for manufactured foods in 1958 wass 
Processor to wholesaler to retailer to consumer« Part of the farnci products moved 
through assemblers to m^anufacturers, while the rest went directly from farm.ers 
to manufacturers« Most nonmanufactixred foods naoved through the following channels 
Farmer to assembler to wholesaler to retailer to consumer« Som.e of the inter- 
naediaries were bypassed by direct sales; the most inaportant direct channels were 
direct sales by manufacturers to retailers, by assemblers to retailers, and by 
farmers to consximers« 

Direct Sales by Farmers 

Direct sales by farmers to consumers, retailers, and wholesalers decreased 
relative to total farm sales between 1929 and 1958« 32/ These sales were important 
for some individual groups of foods during the period« For exam.ple, direct sales 
of fluid milk and cream to consunaers represented about 5 percent of the farm value 
of all dairy products in 1958; in 1929 they accounted for about 20 percent« Nearly 
10 percent of the farm, value of meat products was derived from sales to wholesalers 
and retailers; this percentage was somewhat less than in 1929« This channel includes 
both farm dressed meat and sales of animals slaughtered in wholesale and retail 
establishments« Eggs, poultry, and fresh fruits and vegetables were the only other 
products for which direct sales were significant« 

Assembly 

No estinxates of the volume of products moving through assemiblers were m.ade« 
One indication of the relative decline of assenciblers is the number of establishments 
and sales reported in the Census of Business (table 19)o 33/ Cash receipts from 
farming increased 230 percent between 1929 and 1963, while sales by assemblers 
increased only 140 percent« The number of assembly establishments declined 56 
percent« Another indication of the relative decline of the assembler was the decrease 
in the assembler bill as a percentage of the total bill-^frona 7 percent in 1929 to 
3 percent in 1963 (table 28)« The data indicate a 9-percent increase in assembler 
sales between 1958 and 1963, a reversal of the 1948»58 trend« 

The decline in relative importance of the assembly bill was largest for dairy 
products and fruits and vegetables. 

Distribution of Manufacturers' Sales 

The distribution of manufacturers* sales to wholesalers, retailers, and consumers 
changed   considerably   from   1929   to   1958o       In   1929, 36 percent was sold directly to 

32/  Sales to assemblers are not included in direct sales to wholesalers« 
33/ These   data   include   only those establishments that buy mainly from. farm.ers 

in production areas«     Some nnerchant wholesalers and agents also perform assenably 
functions, especially for livestock and grain« 
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Table 19.--Establishments and sales of assemblers of farm products, 
and farmers* cash receipts, selected years, 1929-63 

Year Esti ablishments 11 ;    Sales 1/    ; Farmers* cash receipts If 

1929. 

Number 

31,810 
22,508 
16,787 
13,255 
14,096 
14,110 

Million dollars 

4,084 
2,114 
9,920 
9,051 
8, 999 
9,820 

Mil lion dollars 

11,312 

1939. 7,872 

1948. 30,227 
1954. 29,953 
1958. 33,405 
1963. 37,253 

1/ 1958 Census of Business, Vol. Ill, p. 4, table C (34). 
21  Agricultural Statistics, 1962, p. 566 (51). 

retailers« By 1947, this channel accounted for 44 perceiit and remained at this 
level through 1958« One of the big factors in this rise was the increase for meat 
products (72)p But there is some evidence that the upward trend in direct sales of 
m.eat to retailers has leveled off in recent years« 

The increase in the percentage of naanufacturers' direct sales to retailers was 
less spectacular for processed fruits and vegetables than for naeat« In recent years, 
the rising trend of direct sales of processed. fr\iîts and vegetables has slowed down» 
To save significantly on direct purchases from manufacturers, a retailer nciust buy 
in large lots« With increases inthe niimber of grocery itenas and the number of brands 
carried, the average turnover rate for particular brands has been reduced. It is 
probably as profitable to buy jnany slower aioving items in snaaller lots from a local 
distributor or branch house as to deal directly with the manufacturer« This system 
also naay allow the chain organization to hold down the size of its warehouse and the 
amount of investment in special facilities, such as freezer space« Wholesalers 
have inciproved their services in recent years and have been able to assure retaÜers 
of more  adequate supplies than fo rnierly^   In additiani wholes aleT been able to 
lower unit costs because m.any of their custonaers have larger r^^^^^ 
in larger lots than in earlier yearso 

After World War n, cooperative and vpluiitary chains improved their position« 
As a result, the growth of corporate chains slowed down« Since the cooperative 
and voluntary chains obtained naost of their supplies froni cooperating or sponsoring 
wholesalers, direct sales by manufacturers did not grow as rapidly as they would 
have if these chains had not become important« 

The growth in the proportion of manufacturers' sales direct to retailers was 
accompanied by a decline in the proportion sold to wholesalers--from 52 percent in 
1929 to 46 percent in 1958« From 1929 to 1958, there was a 21-percent increase in 
the nttnaber of wholesale establishnaents; sales of these establishments increased 
about 168 percent« Most of the sales increase was caused by higher wholesale 
prices (table 20)« Sales increased about 21 percent during 1958-63, while wholesale 
prices of processed foods declined 2 percent« 

Direct   sales   by manufacturers   to  consunaers  declined from 12 percent in 1929 
to   10   percent   in   1958^      The major  conampdities mvolved in this channel were fluid 
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Table 20.—Food wholesalers: Number of establishments and sales^ selected years^ 
1929-63 

Merchant wholesalers :     Manufacturers' branches 

Year and offices 
: Establish-: Total :   Net rEstablish- Total  : Net 
: ments l/ : sales 1/ ; sales 2/ : ments l/ sales 1/ : sales 2/ 

Million Million Million Million 
: Number dollars dollars Number dollars dollars 

1929  :  23,623 10,086 8,975 ^,15if 3,860 3,189 
1935  :  25,lj-22 5,150 i^,571 3,6^0 2,581 2,110 
1939  2i^,768 5,703 ^,893 4,087 2,901 1,971 
1914-8  : 29,252 16,682 1^,083 ^,237 8,921 6,539 
195^  • 29,795 22,058 17, If 91 ^,231 9,591 7,069 
1958  , 30,022 25,201 20,062 3,826 10,505 7,610 
1963  ■ 29,290 30,85if 25,6lf5 3,^35 12,326 8,131 

Agents and brokers        ' Total wholesaler g 

Establish-: Total :   Net   : Establish- : Total  : Net 
ments l/ : sales 1/ : sales 2/ : ments   : sales  : sales 

1929 ' 3,958 3,396 1,393 31,735 17,342 13,557 
1935  : 3,72i^ 2,575 95^ 32,786 10,306 7,635 
1939 : lj-,0l6 2,816 859 32,871 11,420 7,723 
19^8 : i^,326 7,265 2,640 37,815 32,868 23,262 
195h : ^,056 9,729 3,287 38,082 if 1,378 27,847 
1958 : ^,559 10,801 3,6kk 38,407 46,507 31,316 
1963  : ^397 13,093 6,035 37,122 56,273 39,811 

1/ From Census of Business^ Wholesale Trade {^).     Merchant wholesalers include 
general line grocery^ specialty line grocery^ farm products (edible^ except fluid milk 
dealers in 1929-^^8), confectionery, and meat wholesalers; manufacturers' sales branches 
and sales offices and agents and brokers include similar lines of trade. Assemblers 
are not included. 

2/ Net sales are total sales less sales to other wholesalers.  Some of the net 
sales in 195^1- and 1958 were derived from data obtained in the 19li-8 Census of Business. 
Some totals for I929 were estimated. 
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milk and cream, confectionery products, and bakery products« The percentage of 
fluid milk sales made directly to consumers declined sharply between 1929 and 
1958« The percentage of bakery products sold directly to consujmers did not change 
greatly from 1929 to 1958« This percentage varied widely among different types 
of bakery manufacturers« Retail shops with baking facilities on the premises sold 
most of their output to consum.ers, while biscuit and cracker manufacturers made 
few direct sales to consumers« Bakers of bread and related products, the largest 
segment of the industry, sold about 15 percent of output directly« For confectionery 
products, there was no significant trend in the percentage of direct sales« Most of 
these  sales  were  in retail shops which made confectionery products on the premises« 

Distribution of Wholesalers* Sales 

Wholesalers sold products mainly to retail stores, eating places, and consumers« 
Sales to consumers accounted for about lor 2 percent of wholesalers* sales throughout 
the 1929*'58 period« The percentage of sales made to eating places increased from 
23 percent in 1929 to 25 percent in 1958, although it had declined to 19 percent in 
1935« Sales to retailers accounted for 76 percent of wholesalers* sales in 1929 and 
73 percent in 1958o The increase in the percentage of wholesalers' sales to eating 
places and the decrease in the proportion to retail stores resulted from (1) an 
increase in voliime of food sold through eating places and (2) a shift by retailers 
to direct purchases from, naanufacturers« 

Eating Places and Retail Stores 

The relative inaportance of eating places as naarketers of food increased from. 
1929 to 1958« 34/ The nttmber of establishments, number of employees, and total 
sales all increased faster for eating places than for retail food stores (table 21)« 
The number of eating places increased 67 percent from 1929 to 1963, while retail 
food stores declined 33 percent« Sales of eating places went up 555 percent, compared 
with a 455-percent increase for retail food stores« The number of paid enciployees 
in eating places increased 212 percent from 1929 to 1963; those in food stores increased 
95 percent« 35/ Thus, sales per paid employ^ee rose 89 percent in eating places, 
compared with 163 percent in food stores« These trends continued diiring 1958-63« The 
consumer price index for food increased 83 percent during 1929*»58« 36/ 

General stores were the nciajor type of nonfood store which sold food« It was 
estimated that food made up about three-fifths of their sales in 1929, and that these 
stores    accounted   for    about    one-tenth   of   all   food   sold in retail stores.   By 1948 

34/ Hospitals, schools, travel agencies, and institutions are also included in the 
marketing bill of eating places« 

35/ Estimates of the number of full«time equivalent employees (including unpaid 
family workers and proprietors^ regardless of type of store, indicate an increase 
of 6 percent from 1929 to 1963 for retail stores and 126 percent for away-from-home 
eating places« The estinaated n\imber of unpaid family workers decreased naore in 
food stores than in eating places« 

36/ Sales per employee are not an accurate nmeasure of productivity because of 
differences in price levels and the amount of services performed« However, the 
wide difference between the rates of increase in sales per enaoloyee leaves little 
doubt that productivity in retail stores increased faster than in eating places, even 
after adjustment for differences in rising price trends and differences in the quantity 
of services performed« 
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Table 21.—Establishments, sales, and paid employees in retail 
food trade, selected years, 1929-63 

Food stores 1/ Eating Places 

Year ; Establish- • • Paid   : Establish- :         : Paid 

ments • Sales : employees : ments Sales •         • employees 

Thou. Mil. dol , Thou, Thou. Mil. dol. Thou. 

1929  478 10,277 652 134 2,125 478 
1935  523 7,907 679 153 1,667 496 

1939  :   551 9,568 717 170 2,135 595 

1948.... 500 29,438 924 194 6,468 968 

1954  :   384 39,762 1,026 195 8,731 1,056 

1958  :   356 49,022 1,184 230 11,038 1,313 

1963.... :   319 57,079 1,274 224 13,919 1,490 

J./ Fluid milk dealers were excluded in 1929-48.  Data for 1948-63 include some retail 
bakeries with baking on the premises, which were not included in earlier years.  In 
1948, there were 16,000 of these bakeries with sales of $562 million and 68,000 paid 
employees, 

Source:  Census of Business, retail trade for each year (54). 

(the latest data available),^ their sales of food accounted for about 45 percent of their 
total sales and for only about 2 percent of retail store sales of foodo Since 1948^ 
these percentages have undoubtedly declined further. Sales of general stores declined 
nearly 60  percent during 1929*-58,  while sales of food stores increased rapidly«  37/ 

Changes    in   the    inctportance   of  food   handled   by   institutions, such as schools, 
hospitals,    and    governmental   institutions,   were   not   clear   cut«    According to Burk 
(8,»    PP«    42    and   92),   the   value   of  food furnished employees, students, and innaates 
amounted to about 3 percent of all food expenditure s in both 1929 and 1958«   Apparently, 
this estimate did not include the value of food handled in public schools, which amounted 
to about $1 billion in 1958 y., p* 13),  38/   Since food served in public schools increased 
relative to total food consiimption, it would seem.that the institutional naarket, including 
schools,  grew relative to the total food marketg   Another estimate of this institutional 
market   was    contained    in   a    report    by  the   National Restaurant Association (23)o 
According    to   that    estinaate,    the    wholesale    value   of  food served by institutions, 
hospitals,   schools,   colleges,   and   airlines   was   $1«5  billiono  39/   This amounted to 
about $2a6 billion after allowance was naade for preparation and serving* 

37/ In 1963, food sales in general merchandise stores, which include general 
stores, were 13 percent    of   total    sales    of   those    stores« 

38/ The wholesale value of food served in public schools in 1958 was $0«6 billion, 
which was approximately equivalent to $U0 billion after preparation« The value of 
this food was included in the value of meals sold in eating, places« 

39/ Food served in **group quarters" was excluded because it was thought that 
military purchases were the naajor conaponent« Other estimates of military purchases 
approximated the total for **group quarters«** Note also that the National Restaurant 
Association estimate for schools was considerably less thanthe $0«6 billion mentioned 
above« 
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MARKUPS IN FOOD MARKETING 

The farmer's share of the consumer's food dollar declined between 1929 and 
1958; this meant that the percentage markup of civilian expenditures over the farm 
value increasedo Markups (ratio of sales to cost of food purchased) for the three 
major agencies««processors, wholesalers, and retailers~were higher in 1958 than 
in 1929; this increase indicates that marketing charges rose faster than the cost 
of food materials (table 22)« Increases in markup rates were not steady during 
1929-58, In 1939, when farm prices were relatively low, the rates were about the 
same as in 1958« The markups were higher in 1932-33 when the farmer's share reached 
extremely low levels« Data were not available for measuring the com.ponents of 
the marketing bill in those years« In 1947, farm prices were near record-high levels 
and the markups were the lowest for any year shown« During the war years 1942-45, 
the farmer's share reached a peak, so the nciarkup rates were lowest at that time« 
Price controls kept wholesale and retail prices from increasing as fast as farm 
prices« Governnaent payments to marketing agencies also helped keep nciarketing 
charges down during the war« 

Table  22.--Selected markup rates  in marketing  farm food products, 
selected years,   1929-58  II 

Year :   Processors   2/   :  Wholesalers  3/   :   Retailers 4/   :  Total,   all  agencies   5/ 

: Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio 

1929 : 1.67 1.16 1.37 2.40 
1935. 
1939. 

1.67 1.16 1.37 
1.82 1.18 1.39 
1.89 1.20 1.41 
1.58 1.15 1.32 
1.81 1.17 1.38 
1.90 1.18 1.41 

2.66 
2.85 

1947 : 1.58 1.15 1.32 2.17 
1954 : 1.81 1.17 1.38 2.71 
1958 : 1.90 1.18 1.41 2.83 

11 These are ratios  of agency sales   to agency purchases,   commonly known as  markup 
rates   (MR).     They may be  converted  to  gross  margins   (GM)  as  a percentage of sales by 
the  identity:     GM=MR-1.00,   where GM=Margin=Sales-Cost  and MR=Sales=Margin-K:osts 

MR Sales       Sales Cost Cost 
2/  Includes wholesale  and  transportation  charges  between  processors   for intermediate 

products. 
3/ The ratio of  sales   (excluding  sales  to  other wholesalers)   to  purchases   (excluding 

purchases   from other wholesalers). 
4/  Includes both retail  stores  and eating places. 
_5/ The  total markup  is  the  ratio  of  total  consumer expenditures   for  farm food 

products   to  the  farm value,   and  is  equal  to  reciprocal  of  the  farm share. 

The percentage naarkup for ncianufacturers increased more than that of any other 
group between 1929 and 1958«, After 1947 decreases in prices received by farmers 
reduced their costs for raw materials. Their markups also included labor costs 
(which constituted a large proportion of their operating expenses)and costs of large 
quantities of purchased manufactured products such as containers and packaging 
materialso      Since   labor, packaging, and other operating costs increased more than 
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costs of the raw farm products, the markups increased substantiallyo 40/ Another 
factor contributing to the increase in the manufacturers* markup was the shift to 
products with larger markups« Processed fruits and vegetables and miscellaneous 
products, which had some of the largest markups, increased in relative importance» 
However, bakery products, which also have relatively large percentage markups, 
declined in importance« 

The wholesalers* markup increased between 1929 and 1939 as farm prices 
declined, receded to a level slightly below the 1929 level by 1947, and rose gradually 
from 1947 to 1958« These changes were smaller than those for processors because 
(1) wholesalers occupied a naore advanced position in the naarketing process-'»*so 
changes in farm prices did not affect their purchases as greatly, and (2) the whole« 
sale naargin was relatively smalU 

Retailers feel the effects of changes in farm prices less than any other marketing 
agency« For example, if the farm value of a retailer's purchases were 50 percent, 
a 10-percent decrease in farm prices would reduce his cost by only 5 percent. This 
same decrease in farm prices woxild affect wholesale costs by more than 5 percent 
because the farm value would be a larger proportion of the wholesaler's purchase 
price* 

Retail percentage markups (including those of eating places) increased more 
than wholesale markups as the result of several factors? 

1«     In    recent    years    added   services   in   retail   food   stores tended to increase 
their markups« 

2«     Markups for eating places rose relative to retail store markups« 

3«     The    larger    proportion   of   food   sold   through   eating   places increased the 
average retail markup« 

The effect of these factors was partly offset by the shin from small clerk- 
service stores to self«service supermarkets which tended to reduce the average 
m.arkup of retail food stores« 

The average markup for all marketing agencies showed wider fluctuations 
than markups of manufacturers, wholesalers, or retailers because the farm value 
was the base for computing the average markup» Marketing costs in general rose 
and fell less than farm prices, and often there was no apparent correlation between 
the two« Both were affected by the Great Depression; farm prices rose faster than 
marketing charges during 1940-47« Marketing costs rose almost steadüy after 
1947, while farm prices generally declined» So the net result was an increase in 
the markup between 1929 and 1958« 

40/ The BL,S Wholesale Price Index for all commodities, except farm products 
and processed foods, increased 92 percent during 1929«58, while the wholesale price 
index of farm products increased 62 percent« Average hourly earnings of production 
workers in nondurable manufacturing industries increased 364 percent between 1932 
and 1958«   Much of this latter increase was offset by improved productivity« 
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APPENDIX A:     COMPARISON WITH RELATED SERIES 

Personal Consumption Expenditures 

Consumer expenditures for farm, foods are less than personal consumption 
expenditures (PaCoEo) for food and beverages as reported by the U«So Department 
of Commerce (63K 

The farm food series excludes imported foods, seafoods, food furnished military 
personnel, and alcoholic beverages; PoCoEo includes these items» Categories of 
expenditures included in the farm food series, but excluded from PoC^E« categories^ 
are; Food costs included in other charges such as m.eals served airline passengers 
and mieals served hospital patients; food furnished by Government agencies to 
schools, needy persons, and inmates of institutions; and naeals purchased as a 
business expense« 

Adequate   data   are   not available for  a precise  reconciliation of the two series« 

Table 23 shows a comparison of the PoCoE, for food and beverages and cons\im.er 
expenditures for farm, food« 

Value Added by Manufacturers 

Changes in the processors* marketing bill did not always correspond closely with 
changes in value added reported in the Census of Manufactures for similar product 
groups (table 24), The differences between them are accounted for by the inclusion 
in the processors* bill of pur cha sed naate rials suchas packaging materials, containers, 
supplies, fuel, power, and other miscellaneous items which are excluded from 
value added. There also were differences in the products covered by the processors' 
bill and the products covered by the census value addedo For a few industries such 
as fluid milk and dressed poultry, the census coverage was inadequate in most 
years; the cononaodity flow coverage for these industries was naore conaplete« At 
least part of the divergence between 1947 and 1954 was caused by the change to 
''adjusted value added** by the census in 1954» 
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Table 23.--Comparison of personal consumption expenditures for food and beverages 
and consumer expenditures for farm foods, selected years, 1929-63 

Year 
Personal  consumption expenditures 
 for food and beverages  1/  

Consumer expenditures   for 
 farm foods   2/  

1929. 
1935. 
1939. 
1947. 
1954. 
1958. 
1963. 

Million dollars 

19,544 
16,190 
19,149 
52,345 
65,402 
76,381 
88,173 

Million dollars 

17, 960 
13, 815 
15, 294 
41, 937 
51, 152 
60, 994 
71, 519 

2/ Tabl e 28. J./  From Survey of Current  Business,   November  1965   (63). 

Table  24.--Comparison of food  processors*   marketing bill and value added, 
selected years,   1929-63 

Year 
Food processoï 

:          bill 
' marketing 
1/ 

Value addi 2d 11 Ratio of 
processor 

Million dollars . 
Index 

(1929=100) 
1 Million dollars ' Index 

(1929=100) 
.bill to value 
;    added 

1929 : 3,529 100 2,998 100 1.18 
1935.. 3,032 86 2,169 11 1.40 
1939.. 3,429 97 2,748 92 1.25 
1947.. 8,218 233 6,852 229 1.20 
1954.. :    12,297 348 10,867 362 1.13 
1958.. 15,832 449 14,242 475 1.11 
1963.. 19,031 539 17,667 589 1.08 

1/  Difference between the value of manufactured  farm food  products  sold by  processors 
and  the  cost of the raw  farm products  estimated  in  this  report. 

II  From 1958 Census  of Manufactures,   Vol.   II,   Part   1,   pp.   20-21   (55),   value  added by 
operating manufacturing  establishments;   excludes  nonfood products  such as   feeds, manu- 
factured  ice,   chocolate and cocoa,   grease  and   tallow,   and  alcoholic  beverages,   which 
are also  excluded   from the  food  processors'   bill. 

Markups from Other Sources 

Independent estimates of percentage m^arkup rates on purchases were rather 
limited. Perhaps the m^ost comprehensive survey of retau m^argins was made by- 
Harold Barger for selected years 1869-1947 (2)o Other sources included the Harvard 
Business School data for chain stores (13) and studies conducted by The Progressive 
Grocer (26, Zl) (table 25), 

The com.modity flow estimates of the percentage markup for retail stores increased 
from 1929 to 1939, while Barger's estimate declined» Although unit m.arketing costs 
declined   from   1929   to   1939,    it   does   not   seem likely that they decreased naore than 
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Table  25.—Comparison of  average markup  rates   for retail  food stores,   selected years, 
1929-62  1/ 

Year 
Commodity 

flow  2/ Barger _3/ 
Harvard chain 
studies 4/ 

Progressive 
Grocer 5/ 

1929 
1935 
1939 
1947 
1950 
1954 
1955 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1962 

0.274 0.258     
.293       
.293 .243   —- 
.194 .225     
      0.223 
.237     .218 
    0.221   
    .256 .242 
.237   .258   
    .269 .279 

.250 

l_l Markup  rate  is  defined  as   the  ratio  of  total margin to  cost  of  goods  purchased 
for resale.     These  can be  converted to margins   as   a percentage of sales by  the 
fprmula:     100 X   .1^0+ MR    ^ ^^ where MR = markup  rate  and MS = margin  as   a percentage 
of  sales  price. 

2/ Estimates   computed by ERS  for this   report. 
V Derived from Barger  (3_,  p.   81).     Margins   for grocery  stores,  meat  stores,   and 

candy  stores weighted together by  the  sales  of each. 
_4/ Derived from  (13^   1955  and 1958 issues) . 
V From studies   conducted by The Progressive  Grocer  (27-31).     The  data were  for 

different  stores  in  different  areas  of  the  country  in each of  the  five   studies. 
Thus,   data are not  strictly  comparable  from year  to year. 

the unit cost of food purchased by retailers as his estimates would imply. ERS 
estimates show that the farineras share declined from 42 percent in 1929 to 38 percent 
in 1939, 

Barger estinaated that the markup for grocery wholesalers was about 19 percent 
of purchases in 1939 (includes adjustment for double wholesaling) and that it did not 
vary in other years. The estimate in this study was about 20 percent for all whole- 
salers in that year, but it was lower in all other years. 

For restaurants and eating places, Barger*s markup rose from 119 percent in 
1929 to 138 percent in 1947. The markup in this report rose from 92 percent to 107 
percent during 1929-47; increased to 119 percent in 1954; and to 123 percent in 1958. 
Estimates by the National Restaurant Association were 127 percent in 1954 and 133 
percent in 1958 (23, p^ 17). 

Another series on retail markups by food retailers (including eating places) 
was published by the Department of Commerce (in 63, July 1942, p, 16) for 1929-39« 
These are shown below, together with the comxaodity flow estimates: 

Year Commodity flow : Manufactured food : Nonmanufactured food 

1929 ! 

Ratio to cost 

0.373 
.386 
.407 

Ratio to cost 

0.335 
.342 
.353 

Ratio to cost 

0.361 
1935 : 
1939 : 

.399 

.439 
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Unit Retailing Charges Compared with Census Data 

A comparison between commodity flow charges per unit of food sold by retailers 
(including eating places) shown in table 7 and payroll per unit for retañers derived 
from the Census of Business is presented below; 

Year 
Retail charges per unit  : Payroll per unit 

(coramoditv flow)      : (census) 

:         1929-100 1929=100 

1929  :            100 100 
1935  i             85 87 
1939  ;             80 82 
1947  134 134 
1948    146 
1954  170 179 
1958  ;            187 197 

Payroll per \init was estimated by dividing an index of total payroll by an index 
of vol-ome handled« The volume index was estimated by deflating food store sales^ 
as reported by the Census of Business (54), by a retail price index« 

These two series, unit charges and unit payroll, were not entirely independent 
because estimates of the total retail charge for the prewar years were derived 
partly from the payroll data reported in the census« Payroll per unit in 1947 was 
estim.ated from. 1948 census data and extrapolated to 1947 by the 1947-48 trend in 
average hourly earnings reported by BL.S for retail food stores« 

Unit charges for food sold at the retail store level were conapared with unit 
payroll for food stores reported in the Census of Business: 

\7 - 
; Unit charges by retail store: Unit payroll of retail food 

LGdL 
;     (cotmnoditv flow) • stores (census) 

:         1929=100 1929=100 

1929  100 100 
1935  • • • 83 85 
1939  :             76 76 
1947  111 119 
1948  !                   130 
1954  !            144 154 
1958  :           156 164 
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APPENDIX B:     THE ESTIMÂTES 

Table  26.—Components  of  consumer expenditures  for  farm-originated food products,   selected years, 
1929-63 

Year 

Consumer 
.expenditures, 

:     1/ 
Farm 

value 2/ Total 

Marketing bill 

Processor 
3/ 

: Wholesaler, : 
: transportation; 
:  assembly V • 

Retailer 
5/ 

Mil. dol. Mil. dol. Mil. dol. Mil. dol. Mil, dol. Mil. dol. 

All farm food:      : 
1929  : 17,960 
1935  : 13,815 
1939  : 15,294 
1947  : 41,937 
1954  : 51,140 
1958 : 60,994 
1963 y    1 71,519 

Meat products:      : 
1929  : 4,441 
1935  : 3,044 
1939  : 3,731 
1947  : 12,805 
1954  : 14,662 
1958 : 17,468 
1963 6/   : 19,847 

Dairy products:     : 
1929  : 3,781 
1935  : 2,864 
1939  : 3,059 
1947  : 7,952 
1954  : 9,763 
1958 : 11,450 
1963 6/  : 12,626 

Poultry and eggs:    : 
1929 : 1,911 
1935  : 1,383 
1939 : 1,343 
1947 : 3,972 
1954 : 4,454 
1958 : 5,072 
1963 b/   : 5,241 

Fruits and : 
vegetables:        : 
1929 : 3,533 
1935  : 2,819 
1939  : 3,369 
1947 : 7,598 
1954  : 10,278 
1958 : 12,950 
1963 6/  : 15,670 

7,497 
5,193 
5,363 
19,294 
18,824 
21,445 
22,574 

2,285 
1,450 
1,789 
7,464 
7,223 
8,535 
8,467 

1,807 
1,307 
1,347 
3,869 
3,886 
4,463 
4,667 

1,221 
814 
759 

2,721 
2,651 
2,908 
2,753 

10,463 
8,622 
9,930 
22,643 
32,316 
39,549 
48,945 

2,156 
1,594 
1,942 
5,341 
7,439 
8,933 

11,380 

1,974 
1,557 
1,712 
4,083 
5,877 
6,987 
7,959 

690 
569 
584 

1,251 
1,803 
2,164 
2,488 

1,244 2,289 
840 1,979 
860 2,509 

2,646 4,952 
2,743 7,535 
3,085 9,865 
3,635 12,035 

3,529 
3,032 
3,429 
8,218 

12,297 
15,832 
19,031 

483 
392 
422 

1,482 
2,041 
2,505 
3,065 

873 
709 
819 

1,807 
2,951 
3,665 
3,926 

87 
64 
63 

132 
187 
247 
279 

411 
333 
435 
963 

1,771 
2,736 
3,477 

2,439 
1,970 
2,316 
4,655 
6,298 
7,122 
8,209 

482 
369 
367 
701 

1,178 
1,365 
1,660 

375 
289 
299 
615 
685 
783 
906 

184 
142 
162 
422 
620 
656 
671 

4,495 
3,620 
4,185 
9,770 

13,721 
16,595 
21,075 

1,191 
833 

1,153 
3,158 
4,220 
5,063 
6,655 

726 
559 
594 

1,661 
2,241 
2,539 
3,127 

419 
363 
359 
696 
996 

1,261 
1,538 

841 1,037 
738 908 
972 1,102 

2,059 1,930 
2,609 3,155 
2,894 4-, 235 
3,148 5,410 

Continued- 
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Table  26.—Components  of  consumer expenditures   for farm-originated food products,   selected years, 
1929-63—Continued 

\     Consumer Marketing bill 

Year 
'expenditures 

;      1/ 
Farm 

value _2/ Total 
Processor 

;     3/      ; 

Wholesaler, ^ 
transportation,: 

assembly 4_/ : 

Retailer 
5/ 

; Mil. dol. Mil. dol. Mil. dol. Mil. dol. Mil . dol. Mil. dol. 

Bakery and cereal 
products: 
1929   :  3,063 674 2,389 1,189 446 754 

1935   :   2.623 527 2,096 1,121 320 655 

1939   :   2,509 410 2,099 1,181 370 548 

1947   5,925 1,717 4,208 2,582 502 1,124 

1954   :   7,425 1,406 6,019 3,576 754 1,689 

1958   8,791 1,409 7,382 4,514 932 1,936 

1963 6/   :  10,754 1,590 9,164 5,423 1 ,183 2,558 

Bakery products: 
1929   :   2,100 308 1,792 969 289 534 

1935   :   1,794 242 1,552 868 205 479 

1939   1,812 209 1,603 978 256 369 

1947   :   4,070 876 3,194 2,144 312 738 

1954   ;   5,380 860 4,520 3,008 514 998 

1958   :  6,149 797 5,352 3,651 589 1,112 

1963 6/   :   7,708 925 6,783 4,440 768 1,575 

Grain mill products: 
1929   !    963 366 597 220 157 220 

1935  829 285 544 253 115 176 

1939   ;    697 201 496 203 114 179 

1947  :   1,855 841 1,014 438 190 386 

1954   :  2,045 546 1,499 568 240 691 

1958   :   2,642 612 2,030 863 343 824 

1963 6/   :  3,046 665 2,381 995 386 1,000 

Miscellaneous 
products: 
1929  .. :   1,231 266 965 486 112 367 

1935   :   1,082 255 827 413 112 302 

1939   :   1,283 199 1,084 509 146 429 
1947 ........  3,685 877 2,808 1,250 357 1,201 

1954  4,558 915 3,643 1,711 454 1,418 

1958   i   5,262 1,045 4,217 2,165 491 1,561 

1963 6/  :   7,381 1,462 5,919 2,863 634 2,422 

1/ Civilian expenditures for domestic farm food products; imported foods, seafoods, and other 

foods of nonfarm origin are excluded. 
2^/ The farm value is the payment to farmers for the products equivalent to those sold to 

consumers, less imputed values of inedible byproducts. 
_3/ Includes cost of materials, supplies, containers, and minor food ingredients; also includes 

distribution charges (including transportation) between manufacturers for intermediate products 
such as flour used in bakery products. 

_4/ Excludes transportation and distribution charges for intermediate products used in other 

foods. 
_5/ Includes margins, retail taxes, and tips for retail store and away-from-home eating places. 
6^/ Preliminary. 

Detail may not add to total because of rounding. 
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Table  27.—Components  of  consumer expenditures,   all  farm food products,   selected years,   1929-63 

Year 

1929 
1935 
1939 
1947 
1954 
1958 
1963 y 

Consumer 
expendi- 
tures 

1/ 

Farm 
value 
2/ 

Total 
marketing 

bill 

Marketing bill components 

Assembly 
3/ 

Processors 
Indirect 

4/ 
Direct 

5/ 

Trans- 
portation 

6/ 
Wholesaler Retailer Eating 

places 

^1- dol.   Mil, dol.   Mil, dol.   Mil, dol. Mil, dol.  Mil, dol.   Mil, dol. 

17,960 
13,815 
15,294 
41,937 
51,140 
60,994 
71,519 

7,497 
5,193 
5,363 

19,294 
18,823 
21,445 
22,574 

10,463 
8,622 
9,930 

22,643 
32,317 
39,549 
48,945 

713 
509 
557 

1.290 
1,584 
1,547 
1,700 

323 
320 
347 
869 

1,041 
1,209 

3,206 
2,712 
3,082 
7,349 

11,256 
15,832 

8/ 19,031 

652 
615 
715 

1,162 
1,727 
1,911 
2,110 

Mil.   dol. Mil.   dol. Mil.   dol. 

1,074 2,769 1,726 
846 2,386 1,234 

1,044 2,555 1,630 
2,203 4,984 4,786 
2,988 7,118 6,603 
3,664 8,648 7,946 
4,399 11,485 10,220 

\' l^^'^}-^^  expenditures for domestic farm food products; excluded are imported foods, seafoods, and other foods of nonfarm origin. 
¿I  The farm value is the payment to farmers for the products equivalent to those sold to consumers.  The imputed values of inedible 

byproducts are not included. 

3/ Assembly margin includes some transportation from farm to processor, packing of fresh fruits and vegetables, and other handling 
charges for the raw farm products. ^ 
A/ Indirect processing includes the processing and distribution (including transportation) of intermediate food products used in 

other food products.  For example, this category includes charges for transportation and wholesaling of flour used in bakery products 
as well as for milling grain into flour. ' 
^ 5/ Direct proceLsing pertains only to the processing of the final product such as processing flour, sugar, and other ingredients 
into bakery products.  Processing charges also include the cost of minor food ingredients, packaging, supplies, fuel, and power. 

6/ Transportation charges are only for the finished products destined for consumers.  Transportation from farm to manufacturer 
or assembler is part of the farm value or is included in the assembly bill.  Transportation of intermediate products such as sugar 
used m bakery products is included in indirect processors' bill. 

_7/ Data for 1963 are preliminary. 
_8/ Direct processing bill in 1963 also includes indirect processing. 

Detail may not add to total because of rounding. 



Table 28.—The total marketing bill, farm value, and consumer expenditures, by commodity groups, for 
domestic farm food products bought by civilians. United States, 1947-65 1./ 

:   All farm foods    : Meat products    : Dairy products    : Poultry and eggs 

Year 
:Market-: 
: ing  : 
: bill : 

:     : Market-: 
Farm .Expend-. . ^ 

:     :Market-: 
Farm .Expend-, ._„ Farm . 

^ : Market-: 
Expend-^ . ^  ^ Farm . Expend- 

value . • Ltures [ bill  : value , Ltures . bill  : value , itures . bill  : value . itures 

: Mil. Mil. Mil. Mil. Mil. Mil. Mil. Mil. Mil. Mil. Mil. Mil. 

: dol. dol. dol. dol. dol. dol. dol. dol. dol. dol. dol. dol. 

1947 ... ': 22,643 19,294 41,937 5,341 7,464 12,805 4,083 3,869 7,952 1,251 2,721 3,972 

1948 ... : 24,936 19,869 44,805 5,773 7,679 13,452 4,588 4,226 8,814 1,362 3,041 4,403 

1949 ... : 25,985 17,386 43,371 5,911 6,680 12,591 4,435 3,613 8,048 1,452 2,799 4,251 

1950 ... : 25,960 18,032 43,992 5,979 7,373 13,352 4,501 3,656 8,157 1,485 2,579 4,064 

1951 ... : 28,740 20,512 49,252 6,406 8,083 14,489 5,161 4,174 9,335 1,743 3,258 5,001 

1952 ... : 30,519 20,413 50,932 7,072 7,711 14,783 5,482 4,429 9,911 1,761 3,036 4,797 

1953 ... : 31,553 19,460 51,013 7,373 7,197 14,570 5,649 4,061 9,710 1,754 3,202 4,956 

1954 ... : 32,316 18,824 51,140 7,439 7,223 14,662 5,877 3,886 9,763 1,803 2,651 4,454 

1955 ... : 34,378 18,749 53,127 8,152 6,647 14,799 6,224 4,077 10,301 1,755 2,825 4,580 

1956 ... : 36,302 19,246 55,548 8.506 6,633 15,139 6,510 4,321 10,831 1,935 2,775 4,710 

1957 ... : 37,888 20,405 58,293 8,829 7,546 16,375 6,-767 4,435 11,202 1,976 2,710 4,686 

1958 ... : 39,549 21,445 60,994 8,933 8,535 17,468 6,987 4,463 11,450 2,164 2,908 5,072 

1959 ... : 42,202 20,916 63,118 9,945 8,029 17,974 7,308 4,541 11,849 2,197 2,555 4,752 

1960 ... i 44,150 21,699 65,849 10,182 3,170 18,352 7,484 4,625 12,109 2,160 2,842 5,002 

1961 ... : 45,101 22,043 67,144 10,271 8,321 18,592 7,602 4,648 12,250 2,385 2,668 5,053 

1962 ... : 46,891 22,424 69,315 10,501 8,732 19,233 7,838 4,612 12,450 2,405 2,683 5,088 

1963 ... : 48,945 22,574 71,519 11,380 8,467 19,847 7,959 4,667 12,626 2,488 2,753 5,241 

1964 ... : 51,188 23,352 74,540 12,301 8,523 20,824 8,102 4,812 12,914 2,587 2,766 5,353 

1965 2/ : 52,109 25,506 77,615 11,841 9,944 21,785 8,268 4,923 13,191 2,732 2,937 5,667 

: Fruits 

: 4,952 

and vege 

2,646 

tables : Grain mill pro ducts  : Bakery products 2.f       : Mis< 2ellaneous 

1947 ... 7,598 1,014 841 1,855 3,194 876 4,070 2,808 877 3,685 

1948 .., : 5,235 2,454 7,689 1,186 765 1,951 3,734 848 4,582 3,058 856 3,914 

1949 .. : 5,690 2,335 8,025 1,244 622 1,866 4,070 728 4,798 3,183 609 3,792 

1950 .. ':    5,630 2,278 7,908 1,234 637 1,871 4,055 761 4,816 3,076 748 3,824 

1951 .. : 6,440 2,649 9,089 1,336 666 2,002 4,397 859 5,256 3,257 823 4,080 

1952 .. :  7,082 3,008 10,090 1,394 637 2,031 4,532 811 5,343 3,196 781 3,977 

1953 .. .:  7,336 2,737 10,073 1,433 590 2,023 4,596 834 5,430 3,412 839 4,251 

1954 .. .:  7,535 2,743 10,278 1,499 546 2,045 4,520 860 5,380 3,643 915 4,558 

1955 .. .:  8,274 2,844 11,118 1,577 561 2,138 4,661 819 5,480 3,735 976 4,711 

1956 .. .:  8,805 3,064 11,869 1,671 583 2,254 4,736 829 5,565 4,139 1,041 5,180 

1957 .. .: 9,198 3,211 12,409 1,820 615 2,435 5,276 837 6,113 4,022 1,051 5,073 

1958 .. .:  9,865 3,085 12,950 2,030 612 2,642 5,352 797 6,149 4,217 1,045 5,262 

1959 .. .: 10,240 3,355 13,595 2,069 590 2,659 5,843 772 6,615 4,600 1,074 5,674 

1960 .. .: 10,998 3.475 14,473 2,147 603 2,750 6,033 797 6,830 5,146 1,187 6,333 

1961 .. .: 11,164 3,557 14,721 2,210 615 2,825 6,168 861 7,029 5,301 1,373 6,674 

1962 .. .: 11.837 3,554 15,391 2,261 666 2,927 6,471 890 7,361 5,578 1,287 6,865 

1963 .. .: 12,035 3,635 15,670 2,381 665 3,046 6,783 925 7,708 5,919 1,462 7,381 

1964 .. .: 12,390 4,090 16,480 2,513 690 3,203 6,989 947 7,936 6,306 1,524 7,830 

1965 2/ : 12,811 4,331 17,142 2,644 732 3,376 7,221 1,004 8,225 6,592 1,635 8,227 

1/  Expenditures represent the market value to consumers of all doinestic farm foods bought by civilian 
consumers in this country.  Farm value is adjusted to eliminate imputed value of nonfood byproducts. 
The marketing bill is the difference between the farm value and expenditures. 

_2/ Preliminary estimates. 
3_/  Farm value of bakery products group includes farm values of flour, milk, eggs, fruit, lard, 

vegetable shortening, and sugar used in bakery products.  Farm values of these ingredients are not 
included in farm values of other product groups. 

Beginning with 1960, estimates in this table are for 50 States. 
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APPENDIX Cî     METHODOLOGY 

The commodity flow estia:nates of consiim^er expenditures^ the farm, value^ and 
the marketing bill for doraestic farm food products were derived by two general 
m.ethods« 4l/ For one group of commodities«-m.anufactured farna foods^-^the starting 
point was naanufacturers* shipments of finished commodities (table 29)« A second 
group«-nonmanufactured farm foods-'-had farm sales as its starting point (table 30)» 

The first group consisted eiîtirely of naanxifactured foods destined for final 
consumption^, Transportation charges were added to the manufacturer value; then 
the sales were distributed to various channels of trade« Wholesaler margins were 
added and their sales distributed« Retailer margins were added and direct consumer 
purchases from the various channels were addedto obtain total consumer expenditures« 

The gross farm, value for naost naanufactured commodities was derived by 
converting the quantity of each finished product shipped to an equivalent quantity 
of farm^'produced raw materials and multiplying by a farm price« This gross value 
was adjusted to a net farm value by eliminating the imputed farm value of nonfood 
byproducts^ imports^ and expoirts« A cost to the naanufacturer was obtained by a 
similar naethod and the assembly charge was the difference between the cost to 
maniifacturer and the farm value« The manufacturing bill was the difference between 
the value of shipments and the cost to manufacturers« 

For nonmanufactured foods, the second group, various raarketing charges were 
added successively to the farna value to arrive at consunaer expenditures« 42/ 
At each step^ sales of a particular product were allocated to the appropriate dis- 
tribution channels« 

Manufactured Foods 

Value of Shipments 

The Office of Business Economics^ U.S« Departnaent of Commerce^ allocated 
the value of shipments of food products reported in the Census of Manufactures 
between finished and unfinished products in 1947, 1954, and 1958 and made their 
estimates available for use in this study« The Department of Conamerce published 
similar estimates for 1939 and earlier years (56), 

We nvade further adjustments to eliminate the value of imported foods and 
nonfarna foods, mainly sugar and seafoods« Other imported foods excluded were 
chocolate and cocoa products, coffee, pineapple, gum, and spices« Excise taxes 
on sugar were included in the value of manufactured products« 

Transportation 

Transportation charges for the finished products were estimated by naidtiplying 
the value of shipments for each comnaodity by a corresponding ratio of transportation 

41/ These methods are essentially the same as those described by Simon Kiiznets 
(ISjand by the U«S« Department of Comjmerce {58j p« 106)« 

42/ Because of special problenas, estimates for two manufactured foods, mUk and 
poultry^ were made by the  second naethod (table 29)Q   Nonm.anufactured conamodities 
included fresh and dried fruits and vegetables; eggs; meat sold from animals slaugh- 
tered   by  farmers,   wholesalers^   and   retailers;  and  sonae nainor food commodities« 
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Table 29.—Manufactured farm foods: Commodity flow from farm value 
to consumer expenditures, 1958 

:    Value 
'^^^'^ ;(Million dollars) 

1. Farm value * ' 17,171 
2. Subtract :  Consumer purchases from farmers J./ : 233 
3. Subtract:  Retail purchases from farmers 1/ *....: 29 
4. Equals farm value of products to be processed : 16, 909 
5. Add: Assembly bill * •• 681 
6. Equals: Cost to processor, first stage.... : 17,590 
7. Add:  Bill of first stage processor. •  : 1, 209 
8. Equals: Cost to processor, second stage......... ..: 18,799 
9. Add:  Bill of second stage processor. : 14, 623 

10. Equals : Value of manufacturers ' output : 33,422 
11. Add: Transportation bill : 1,103 
12. Equals: Manufacturers' sales (includes transportation) : 34,525 

a. To wholesalers : 15,970 
b. To retailers  : 15,143 
c. To consumers • • 3,412 

13. Wholesalers' purchases from manufacturers (12a) : 15,970 
14. Add: Wholesalers' bill : 2,550 
15. Equals: Wholesalers* sales : 18,520 

a. To eating places... : 4,881 
b. To retailers  • : 13,185 
c. To consumers • ^54 

16. Retailers' purchases ......: 28,357 
a. From farmers (3 ) * 29 
b. From manufacturers (12b) : 15,143 
c. From wholesalers (15b) : 13,185 

17. Add: Retail bill : 6,389 
18. Equals:  Consumer purchases from retailers : 34,746 
19. Purchases by eating places (15a) : 4,881 
20. Add:  Eating place bill..  : 6,033 
21. Equals:  Consumer purchases from eating places. : 10,914 
22. Total consumer purchases (excluding taxes and tips), : 

(2+12c+15c+18+21) : 49, 759 
23. Add:  Taxes and tips • : 897 
24. Equals: Total consumer expenditures (including taxes and tips).: 50,656 
25. Subttact:  Farm value (1) ......: 17,171 
26. Equals: Total marketing bill : 33,485 
27. Total marketing bill (5+7+9+11+14+17+204-23)  : 33,485 

1/  Sales of fluid milk and cream and fresh poultry by farmers to consumers and 
retailers. 
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Table 30,--Nonmanufactured farm foods:  Commodity flow from farm value 
to consumer expenditures, 1958 

- Value 
 ^^^^ ;(Million dollars) 

1. Farm value : 4,385 
a. To assemblers - : 3,230 
b. To wholesalers : 803 
c. To retailers. : 281 
d. To consumers • : 71 

2. Farm sales to assemblers (la)... : 3,230 
3. Add:  Assembly bill : 866 
4. Equals:  Value of assembler shipments. : 4,096 
5. Add: Transportation bill : 808 
6. Equals:  Assembler sales (including transportation) ; 4,904 

a. To wholesalers , : 3, 940 
b. To retailers. : 964 

7. Wholesalers ' purchases , : 4, 743 
a. From farmers (lb) : 803 
b. From assemblers (6a) : 3, 940 

8. Add: Wholesale bill : 1, 082 
9. Equals: Wholesale sales : 5,825 

a. To eating places : 1, 101 
b. To retailers : 4, 687 
c. To consumers : 37 

10. Retail store purchases : 5, 932 
a. From farmers (Ic) : 281 
b. From assemblers (6b) ..: 964 
c .  From wholesalers (10b) : 4, 687 

11. Add:  Retail bill : 1,730 
12. Equals:  Consumer purchases from retail stores.... : 7,662 
13. Purchases by eating places (9a) : 1,101 
14. Add:  Eating places bill : 1,324 
15. Equals:  Consumer purchases from eating places : 2,425 
16. Total consumer purchases excluding taxes and tips (ld+9c+i2+15).: 10,195 
17. Add: Taxes and tips : 203 
18. Equals:  Total consumer expenditures (including taxes and tips).: 10,398 
19. Subtract farm value (1) : 4,385 
20. Equals: Total marketing bill : 6,013 
21. Total marketing bill (3+5+8+11+14+17) : 6,013 
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revenue to wholesale value per ton. Freight revenue per ton originating was derived 
from data published by the Interstate Conamerce Commission (ICC) (64). In 1958 
revenue per ton for rail and truck were weighted together to obtain an estimated 
average. The weights for trucks were based on the tonnage reported by the ICC in 
(65) and in (64). The 1958 tonnage for trucks probably is understated, so the average 
rlites may bi biased in favor of railroad rates. Statistics for trucks were not 
available before 1956, so raU. revenues were assumed to be representative. 

The ICC usually computes revenue per ton originating or termÍM.ting"- whichever 
is larger—because the larger tonnage is more representative of the amount actually 
hauled by the railroad. Revenue per ton originated for each commodity was used 
in this report because it was more convenient for use with the manufacturers value. 
For some commodities there is an overstatement of the revenue per ton because 
the amount originated was smaller than the amount terminated. It was assumed 
that this overstatement would at least partly offset the omission of transportation 
charges on other than class I railroads and also cover special service charges 
made by transportation agencies. The number of commodities for which revenue 
per ton was available was limited, so substitutions of rates for similar products 
were used wherever necessary when computing the ratio of revenue to value. 

Value per ton was derived from Census of Manufactures data on product shipments 
wherever possible.    A few commodities  required estimates from scattered sources. 

The ratio of revenue per ton to value per ton was miiltiplied by the total manu- 
facturers' value to estimate total transportation charges. For bakery products ard 
fluid milk delivered directly to consumers, the transportation charge was omitted. 
It was assumed that the manufacturers'value of these products included the distribution 
charge. 

Distribution of Manufacturers* Sales 

Transportation charges were added to the value of shipments and the result 
was total value of shipments including transportation. This value was then dis- 
tributed to wholesalers, retaüers, exports, and consumers, 43/ The value sold 
to these various channels was obtained by applying percentages to the total value 
including transportation. The percentages for 1929-39 and 1958 were based on 
data published by the Bureau of the Census. ;a/ For 1947 and 1954, estimates 
were derived from many sources of data; for example,(44, 60, 63). 

The census data on sales to wholesalers were adjusted for wholesale sales 
to other manufacturers to make them comparable with finished shipments. This 
adjustment, based partly on the Census of Business data ^and partly on other 
sources, was made because the percentage of manufacturers sales to wholesalers 
overstated the. percentage of finished products sold to wholesalers. Some of the 
total sales were sold by wholesalers to other manufacturers for further procès sing, 
so the percentage going to wholesalers had to be reduced and percentages going to 
other channels had to be increased. 

In general, the value of finished shipments was on a commodity basis, while 
the   distribution of   sales   reported   by  the   census -was on an industry basis.   It was 

43/ Wholesalers included manufacturers* sales and branches and offices, 
44/ Data   for    1929-39    and   1958    were    reported   in the Census of Business (54) 

andthe Census of Manufactures (55), respectively. 
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assitóied that industry data were representative and could be applied directly to the 
commodity data. In 1958 the distribution of sales by industry was on a company 
basis (as opposed to an establishment basis for 1929-39)^ which made this assumption 
more risky« 

Adjustngent for Wholesale Inventories 

To obtain the cost of goods sold by wholesalers^ it was necessary to adjust 
manufacturers^ sales to wholesalers for changes in inveiïtories held by wholesalers» 
This adjustment was small; thus, errors in the data would not significantly affect 
the final results. 

The naethod of adjustment was adapted frona Kuznets (18), It was an iterative 
process in which a ratio of change in stocks (at cost) to cost of wholesale sales 
was multiplied by manufacturers* sales to wholesalers and the result subtracted 
(algebraically) frona manufacturers* sales to wholesalers. 

It can be shown that S   = S (——) where a        M+r 
S   = Adjusted sales 

S   = Unadjusted sales 
r = Ratio of change in stocks to cost of sales. 

Wholesale BiU 

The adjustment of manufacturers* sales to wholesalers for changes in wholesale 
inventories resxilted in the cost of goods sold by wholesalers. The next step was to 
apply a wholesale markup to this cost of goods to get wholesale sales* The difference 
between wholesale sales and cost was the wholesale marketing bilU 45/ 

Markups for each conamodity were difficult to obtain and often required sonae sub- 
jective judgments. Estimates of wholesale markups were thought to be more reliable 
than those of retail naarkups because the Census of Business contained more 
detail about wholesale trade than retail trade. The major building blocks required 
for the different kinds of wholesalers were conanaodity line sales by kind of whole- 
saler, operating expenses, profits, proprietors* imputed earnings, and percentage 
of wholesale sales to other wholesalers. 

The following procedure was used in estinaating the markupsi 

1, Total sales reported in the Census of Business by comm.odity line 
were tabulated for each kind of business selling food products. There were 
about 25 conamodity lines, including a nonfood category; so aU sales of a 
particular business were accounted for. 

2. Margins as a percentage of sales were estimated for each of the food 
wholesalers. Operating expenses as reported in the Census of Business 
were the major element in this naargln. Profits as a percentage of sales 
were collected from many sources and multiplied by the sales for the par- 
ticxilar kind of business to get an estinaate of total profits. Proprietor 
earnings were estimated using census data on number of proprietors and 
estimated earnings per full-time employee.   The total of these three items— 

45/  This'   margin   was    later    adjusted   to    eliminate   wholesale   charges for food 
exported. 
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operating expenses, profits, and proprietors' earnings-«-represented the 
total margin for the particular kind of business« The ratio of this margin 
to total sales of the kind of business was then conaputed« 

3« The sales of a commodity tabulated in (1) were multiplied by a ratio of 
margin to sales for the wholesaler specializing in that commodity* For 
example, meat sales of every wholesaler were multiplied by the margin 
rate for meat wholesalers» Confectionery sales for every wholesaler were 
m.ultiplied by the margin rate for confectionery wholesalers^ .The results 
gave a first approximation of the margin by comxnodity and by kind of 
wholesaler» 

4^ After this process was completed for all comm.odities, the dollar naargins 
for each kind of business were added to get an estimate of the total dollar 
margin for that kind of business« This estimate was compared with the total 
dollar margin as computed in (2) above* No com.parison was made for 
kinds of business which sold mostly nonfood products« 

5^ A ratio of the total margin computed in (4) to the total margin in (2) was 
multiplied by each commodity naargin for that kind qf business* This 
adjustment forced the comnaodity naargins for a particular kind of business 
to add to the total estimated in (2)* No adjustment was made for nonfood 
wholesalers© 

b^ When the margins for each kind of wholesaler had been adjusted, the margins 
for a partic\ilar comm^odity were added for all kinds of wholesalers selling 
that commodity« The result was a total dollar margin for that particular 
conamodity« 

7« Commodity sales in (I) were adjusted to exclude sales by wholesalers to 
other wholesalers. This yielded the anaount of sales which were sold to 
firms outside the wholesale sector« These sales were added to get total 
net sales by commodity« 

8« The markups were computed as the ratio of total conmiodity net sales to 
cost (net sales less nciargin)« 

Distribution of Wholesalers* Sales 

Sales by wholesalers to retailers, to foreign buyers, and to consumers were 
estimated by using ratios derived from the Census of Business data on sales by 
class of customer* A weighted average distribution for each comnciodity was obtained 
by weighting the percentage distribution for each kind of business by its sales of 
the commodity« The weighted percentages were then applied to wholesale sales 
of the comnaodity which were described in the preceding section« 

Allocation of sales to retailers between retail stores and away-frona-home 
eating places was made on the basis of information contained in several publications« 
First, the estimated total sales value of aU food marketed by eating places was taken 
from Burk (8^^ p« 92)* These estimates were adjusted to the domestic farm food 
definition by excluding imported foods, and seafoods« Next, this value was converted 
to a wholesale value by the use of eating-place markups« These markups were 
estimated from data in a few trade publications as well as from data obtained from 
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)* 
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Third, the wholesale value of all farm food handled by eating places was allocated 
to   comnxodity   groups   by   percentage  distributions.     These distributions were based 
on    studies    by  the   National  Restaurant   Association   (23);   Sartorius and Burk (32)} 
and Wenzel's Menu Maker as reported by Sartorius and Burk (32), ^ 

The final step in the allocation process was the deduction of the wholesale 
value of food handled by eating places from wholesale sales to retailers. The 
residual was wholesale sales to retail stores. 

Adjustment for Retail Inveiatories 

Manufacturer and wholesaler sales to retailers were adjusted for changes in 
retail inventories by the iteration method described for wholesalers. The lack 
of data was more serious for retailers, however. 

The method of deriving the ratio of change in inventories to cost of sales was 
som.ewhat different. No ratios could be completed for conamodities, so ratios for 
a retail business specializing in a particular commodity were used for that comnaodlty. 
Where no such business was available, the ratio for grocery stores was used. These 
ratios were derived by manipulation of data in the Census of Business (54) on stocks 
at the end of each year held by warehouses of retail food stores añd^data in the 
Monthly Retail Trade Report (59)o The warehouse stocks reported in (54) were 
inflated to include store inventories. Corresponding stocks at the beginning of the 
year were estimated by using the percentage changes in stocks repoorted in (59), 
The difference between the beginning and ending stocks (after price adjustments) 
for each kind of store was divided by retail sales of that store to obtain the ratio 
of stocks (at cost) to sales. This ratio was then multiplied by an appropriate retail 
markup to get a ratio of stocks to cost of goods sold. The last ratio was used in 
the iteration procedure sim.ilar to that described for the adjustment for wholesale 
inventories. The end result was the estimate of retail purchases which were sold 
during the year, 

Retaü BiU 

Retail sales of comnaodities were obtained by inflating the retail cost of goods 
sold by a retail markup, Lim.ited data on commodity sales and retail operating 
expenses seriously hanapered our efforts at this point. As a result, m.arkups were 
estimated for only a few comnaodity groups, and an overall grocery m^arkup was 
used for several commodities. 

The retail markups were estimated by a method patterned after that used in 
estimating wholesale m.arkups. The Census of Business did not report comjnodity 
line sales for retail stores after 1948 and in that year the data were not always 
adeqxiate for our purposes, 46/ For grocery stores we used a percentage distribution 
of comnaodities derived frona data published in Food Topics^ a trade publication (14), 
For other kinds of food stores and nonfood stores selling food, we relied onThe 
percentage distributions derived from the 1948 Census of Business, The percentage 
distribiitions were applied to total sales of stores as reported in the Census of 
Business, The result was a table containing sales of food by commodity and by kind 
of store, 

46/  Merchandise   line   sales,   reported   in the 1963  Census of Business (54}^ were 
published too late for use in this report, 
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Sales of each commodity for each store were mialtipled by a ratio of margin 
to sales for a store specializing in that commodity« This was the same procedure 
used in estimating wholesale markups* The ratias of margin to sales were derived 
principally from some 1RS data« Other sources were used to supply data not available 
from 1RS, 

After obtaining the first approxim.ation of dollar margins by conamodity and kind 
of store^ the added total margin for a store was compared with an''independent*^ 
dollar margin estimated for the whole store« This independent margin was derived 
by multiplying sales by naargin rates derived from 1RS data« The individual com- 
modity dollar margins were then adjusted and forced to add to the independent 
dollar m.argino 

These adjusted naargins were then summed for each commodity. The sTinas 
were subtracted from total sales to obtain cost of goods sold« The ratio of sales 
to cost of goods sold was conaputed for each commodity and applied to estimates 
of retail purchases^ which were described in the previous section, to get retail 
sales of farm food products« The difference between sales and cost was the retail 
marketing bill« 

The bUl for eating places was also estimated by a markup. The markups were 
derived from several sources (17^ ZQ, 23^ 32). Tteimmber of different commod^ 
groups was esdremely limited« Tips and taxes were estimated and added to retail 
margins. 

ConsTimer Expenditures 

Sales to consimiers by manufacturers, wholesalers, retail stores, and eating 
places were added together to get total consumer expenditures for m.anufactured 
farm food products«   This total excluded exports, imports, and seafoods« 

Adjusted Marketing Bills 

The transportation and wholesale bills computed above were adjusted for exports 
by m.ânufacturer s and wholesalers and for changes in wholesale and retail inventories« 
Thé retail bill was unaffected by the se items. The adjustments were merely reductions 
in the bills proportional to the value of exports and inventory changes. 

Cost to Manufacturer and Processor Bill 

Wherever possible, the quantity of finished shipments of a particiilar commodity 
was converted to a raw product equivaleiib and m.ultiplied by an average price paid 
by processors. The quantities of finished shipments for most products were derived 
from Gensus of Manufactures data on product shipments and the Commerce Depart- 
ment's estimates of the value of finished shipments. Factors for converting the 
finished product to a raw material equivalent were obtained from (38). Average 
prices paid were derived from, data on nxaterials consum.ed published in the Census 
of Manufactures, or by adjusting an average farm price to a price paid by manu« 
facturer s. 

For a few comnaodities, use of conversion factors was not practical, so we used 
data   on  materials   consunaed   which  were published  in the Census of Manufactures. 
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other methods were employed to fit special situationso The crucial elements in 
the estiraates of cost to manufacturer were specification of ingredients, conversion 
factors^ and prices paid by manufacturers for  ingredients* 

Som.e products were naanufactured from, other internaediate products; for example, 
bakery products made from flour. In these cases, we estimated the cost of raw 
products (wheat) to the first processor (miller) as well as the Ingredients (flour) 
to the second processor (baker)o 

The processors* bill was estimated by subtracting the cost to the first processor 
from the value of finished shipments by the second processor« The m^anufacturing 
margin included both the first and second stages of processing, as well as transportation 
and distribution costs between naanufacturers« For a few comnaodities, first«stage 
and second-stage processing charges were estinaated separately« 

Farm Value and Assembly Bill 

The gross farm value was estimated by naultiplying farnci prices times equivalent 
quantities of raw materials purchased by manufacturerSo The net farm value was 
derived by deducting the value of nonfood byproducts and imported raw materials« 
Farm prices were those reported by the Statistical Reporting Service of USDA; 
for example, (39, 42, 44, 48)o Calendar year prices were used whenever available; 
otherwise, seasonal average prices were used to estimate calendar year prices« 
Prices for specific uses^ such as canning, freezing, or fresh market, were used when 
available« In some cases the prices varied widely for different utilizations« Where 
specific prices were not available, the U.So average price received by farmers for 
all uses of the product was used« This procedure caused a little difficulty in a few 
cases because prices reported were not representative for the specific utilization 
or there were lags between the time the farmer sold thé product and the tim.e it 
was used by the manufacturer« This latter problem, was especially important for 
farm products such as grain stored for unknown or varying lengths of time« 

The assenably bill was the difference between the cost to manufacturer and the 
farm value« The smaU charge per unit of product and the possible errors in prices 
received by farmers and prices paid by processors made this assembly bill the most 
erratic component of the marketing b£LU Since it was quite small, errors did not 
seriously damage the reliability of the total bill« 

Adjustment of Farm Value and Processor 
and Assenably Bills 

The farm values, processors* bills, and assemblers* bills were all adjusted 
for exports and changes in inventories« These were proportional adjustments similar 
to those used for the transportation and wholesale bills« 

Total Marketing Bill 

The total naarketing bill for naanufactured foods was the suna of the assembler, 
processor, transportation^ wholesaler, and retailer bills« This sum also equaled the 
difference between the consumer expenditures and the adjusted farm value« 
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Nonmanufactured Foods 

Farm Value 

Nonmanufactured foods included fluid milk and cream; animals slaughtered 
by farmers, wholesalers, and retailers; eggs; fresh and frozen poultry; fresh fruits 
and vegetables; and some miscellaneous products« Although estimates for fluid 
milk and poultry were naade by the method for this group, these products are included 
in table 29 and not in table 30« 

The farm value of manxifactured foods was estimated by multiplying farm prices 
times farm quantities marketed and destined for civilian consumption« Quantities 
consumed on farms where produced, exported, used in nonfood products, or used 
in naanufactured foods were excluded« 

The quantities of each commodity were derived from supply and utilization 
data estimated by USDA (40)« Farm prices were also derived from USDA reports; 
for example (39, 42)« 

Allocation of farmers* sales to assemblers, wholesalers, retailers, and consumers 
was based on data from many sources« Percentage distributions were derived from 
reports of universities, experiment stations, trade organizations, research organiza- 
tions, and the Federal Government« Usually these were applied to the farm value« 
The percentages often left much ta be desired as national estinaates because surveys 
covered a small geographic area, a limited commodity class, or a short period of 
time« 

Assenably Charges  47/ 

Assembly charges were derived from, naany sources« The Census of Business 
reported operating expenses of assemblers, but the kind of business classifications 
was not always specific enough for our use« Markups based on the Census data for 
packers and shippers were used when estimating assenxbly charges for fresh and 
dried fruits and vegetables and a few other com.modities« 

For eggs and poultry the assembly charges were estinaated by naultiplying a 
unit charge by the quantity assembled« These unit charges were derived from 
many publications on costs and margins of marketing these products« 

Fluid railk and cream, assembly charges were estimated by a somewhat different 
procedure^ Hauling costs for milk (including handling in country plants) were 
estim.ated for various fluid nailk m.arketing areas« These unit costs were weighted 
together to obtain a national estinaate of assembly charges per unit of m.ilk« Total 
assembly   charges   were   then   estimated   as the product  of quantity and unit charge« 

47/ Assembly charges included transportation from farmers to the assembler 
and from farmers to processors of müi; and poultry« Theyexcludedtransportation 
from packers and assemblers to wholesalers and transport at ion for products delivered 
to assemblers by farmers« 
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Processíiig Charges for Fluid Milk 
and Dressed Poultry 

Processing cixarges per unit of milk were estimated from data reported in (35)o 
These unit margins were multiplied by the quantity processed to get total processing 
charges« 

Two unit margins were computed: one for milk sold at wholesale and the 
other for milk sold to consumers by processors, Thus^ the processing margin 
for fluid milk includes delivery charges incurred by procès sor s« These unit margins 
were the weighted average differences between dealers* buying price and retail 
price delivered to homes in 46 cities« 48/ The processing margins for milk delivered 
to stores and for milk delivered to homes were weighted together, using BLS weights 
to calcxilate UoS« average retan prices« 

Processing margins per unit for chickens and turkeys in 1958 were derived 
from the Census of Manufactures« Since the census data were considered inaccurate 
for other years, margins reported by several organizations were used« These 
unit margins were multiplied by the quaiitity of poultry processed to obtain total 
processing margins* 

Transportation to Wholesalers and Retailers 

The transportation biU for nonmanufactured foods was derived by mxiltiplying 
the value shipped by assemblers and processors times the ratio of freight revenue 
to value^ a method similar to the one described earlier for manufactured foods« The 
revenue per ton (rail and truck in 1958, rail only in other years) was obtained from 
ICC    data;    the   value   per   ton   was   an   estimated assemblers* selling price per ton» 

Distribution of Assem^bler3* Sales 

Estimation of assemblers* sales to wholesalers and retailers was based on 
Census of Business data on sales by class of customer for fresh fruits and vegetables 
and miscellaneous products« For eggs and poultry (processor sales of poultry), 
other sources of data were again used« 

In   the    case    of   fluid    milk,    the   percentage   of processors* sales to retailers 
and   consumers   was   estimated from data obtained from periodic surveys conducted 
by   BLS   and  from   other   sources«     The allocation between stores and eating places 
was based on estimates from other m.iscellaneous sources« 

Wholesale and Retail Bills and Consumer Expenditures 

Charges for wholesaling and retailing most nonmanufactured foods were estimated 
by markups, the same procedure used for manufactured foods« For a few commodities 
a unit charge was estimated and multiplied by quantities purchased by the agency« 
There was no separate estimate of the wholesale margin for fluid milk« 

48/ These unit margins were computed for a representative month during the year 
as an approximation of the annual average* The city weights were the same as those 
used by USDA to compute the farm value of fluid milk in the market basket (41, p« 82)« 
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Purchases    by    eatij^   places   were    estimated   by  the   same methods as those 
used for manufactured foods;  purchases by retail stores were the difference be 
total  wholesale   sales   to   all retaUersaiid eatii]^*place p^^ A m^arkup was 
applied to retail purchases to arrive at coñsiümer ekpëiiditûÎH^ 

Marketing Bill 

The total m.arketing biU for nonmanufactured foods was the difference between 
consiuner expenditures and the farm, value« This difference coincided with the sum. 
of the com.ponènt bills estimated by the commodity flow procedure^ 

Com.binat ion of Manufactur ed and Nonmanufactur ed Foods 

After the various connponents of consiinaer expenditures had been coniputed for 
botii the manufactured and nonmanufactured group, the two groups were combined« 
The results were the estimaites of total civilian expenditures (and its components) 
for domestic farm food products« These estimates for 1929, 1935, 1939> 1947, 
1954, 1958, and 1963 are presented in tables 26 and 27. The annual data in table 29 
were derived for commodity groups by interpolation (ratio to linear trend) of the 
1947, 1954, and 1958 data by the annual series discussed in Appendix A, 
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